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ABSTRACT
QOS PROVISIONING FOR MULTI-CLASS TRAFFIC IN
WIRELESS NETWORKS
Mona El-Kadi Rizvi
Old Dominion University, 2004
Co-Director: Dr. Stephan Olariu
Co-Director: Dr. Hussein Abdel-Wahab
Physical constraints, bandwidth constraints and host mobility all contribute to the
difficulty of providing Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees in wireless networks. There
is a growing demand for wireless networks to support all the services that are avail
able on wired networks. These diverse services, such as email, instant messaging, web
browsing, video conferencing, telephony and paging all place different demands on the
network, making QoS provisioning for wireless networks that carry multiple classes of
traffic a complex problem. We have developed a set of admission control and resource
reservation schemes for QoS provisioning in multi-class wireless networks.
We present three variations of a novel resource borrowing scheme for cellular networks
th at exploits the ability of some multimedia applications to adapt to transient fluctua
tions in the supplied resources. The first of the schemes is shown to be proportionally
fair; the second scheme is max-min fair. The third scheme for cellular networks uses
knowledge about the relationship between streams that together comprise a m ultim edia session in order to further improve performance. We also present a predictive
resource reservation scheme for LEO satellite networks that exploits the regularity of
the movement patterns of mobile hosts in LEO satellite networks. We have devel
oped the cellular network simulator (CNS) for evaluating call-level QoS provisioning
schemes. QoS at the call-level is concerned with call blocking probability (CBP),
call dropping probability (CDP), and supplied bandwidth. We introduce two novel
QoS parameters th at relate to supplied bandwidth - the average percent of desired
bandwidth supplied (DBS), and the percent of time spent operating at the desired
bandwidth level (DBT).
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Quality of Service (QoS) provisioning for wireless networks is becoming more impor
tant by the day. Cellular phones are now ubiquitous throughout the world. Because
the physical infrastructure costs of wireless networks are so much less expensive than
those of wired networks, in many developing countries the wireless coverage, in area
and population, is greater than the wired coverage.

W ith more users, there is a

growing demand for more services. People want to access services like email, instant
messaging, web browsing, and even video streaming and video conferencing, as well
as the more common services like telephony and paging, from anywhere or while on
the move.
Most cell phone handsets and network providers in the U.S. provide users with
access to telephony, paging, instant messaging, and trivial web browsing on the same
device. Newer services and phones provide the ability for non-interactive multimedia
such as sending and receiving still images and short video clips. Some new phones
add the ability to do more complex web browsing by combining a small PDA with a
phone handset. And users who have more powerful computers equipped with wireless
network access want to be able to use the same, possibly high-bandwidth, applications
they are accustomed to using with wired network access, such as video conferencing
and other real-time networked applications.
QoS provisioning in single-class traffic wireless networks is a more complicated
task than it is in wired networks due to physical constraints, bandwidth constraints,
and user mobility. Clearly, providing QoS guarantees to users of wireless networks
th at handle different types or classes of service is an even more complex task, and it
is currently a busy research area.
Some well-known QoS measures, such as delay, bandwidth, jitter and error rate,
are im portant in both wired and wireless networks. The chance that a new connec
tion request will be denied, the call blocking probability (CBP), is an important QoS
measure in wireless networks due to limited bandwidth. And the chance that an
in-progress connection will be forcibly terminated by the network, the call dropping
This dissertation follows the style of IE E E Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems.
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probability (CDP), is im portant due to user mobility. Kalyanasundaram [1] proposes
a hierarchical classification of QoS measures:
• Packet level: QoS at this level includes packet dropping probability, maximum
packet delay, and maximum jitter.
• C all level: At this level, [1] mentions just CBP and CDP. We consider that
supplied bandwidth also belongs at this level.
• Class level: QoS at this level describes the requirements for and relationships
between the call-level QoS for different classes of traffic. W hether traffic is
classified according to its call-level and packet-level QoS needs, or according to
price paid for service, or by some other means, class-level QoS will describe the
prioritization among the different classes of traffic.
Our work focuses on call-level QoS provisioning in cellular and LEO satellite net
works. Our admission control and resource reservation schemes are local in the sense
th at they deal with the wireless link of a connection only. They deal with the speci
ficities of the mobile environment, and they could serve as components in a larger
end-to-end QoS provisioning framework. Our schemes consider the users’ needs in
relation to the service providers’ needs; for example, minimizing the CDP and CBP
while keeping the bandwidth utilization as high as possible. And we consider the
users’ needs with respect to one other, within and between traffic classes, i.e. mak
ing our algorithms fair. Three of the the schemes are designed for cellular networks.
The key feature of these schemes is th at they use resource reallocation - temporarily
borrowing from existing users of network resources in order to accomodate new users.
Many multimedia applications can adapt to fluctuations in their supplied resources,
for example, by the use of an adjustable-rate codec. Non-real-time applications such
as email or ftp can also tolerate fluctuations in their supplied bandwidth, although
they cannot tolerate loss. At their startup, connections make an agreement with the
network about how adaptive they can be to changes in their supplied resources.
The first scheme for cellular networks, the rate-based borrowing scheme, relies on
connections providing a measure of their willingness or ability to adapt in the form of
stated desired and minimum bandwidth levels. A portion of the difference between
these two levels is divided up into a fixed number of portions, or shares. The net
work then borrows bandwidth, in times of need, in the amount of one share from
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each connection. When bandwidth is freed, the network returns bandwidth to the
connections one share at a time. The share concept ensures th at connections expe
rience gradual changes in their supplied resources. We show the rate-based scheme
to be proportionally fair with respect to the connections’ willingness to adapt. The
bandwidth borrowing is combined with a fixed bandwidth reservation for handoffs.
The performance of the rate-based scheme in terms of CDP and CBP is shown to be
better than the best comparable bandwidth allocation and reservation schemes found
in the literature at the time [2].
The second scheme for cellular networks is the max-min fair borrowing scheme.
This scheme is similar to the rate-based borrowing scheme, but it substitutes maxmin fairness for proportional fairness. It does not have the concept of shares, and all
the bandwidth available for borrowing may be borrowed when necessary. Bandwidth
is returned as soon as it is freed by a departing connection. This scheme does better
than the rate-based scheme in terms of CBP and CDP; however, this is mainly due
to the fact th at most high bandwidth connections are blocked. The definition of
fairness allows th a t high bandwidth calls may be rejected even when there is sufficient
bandwidth available for them.
The third scheme for cellular networks th at we introduce is an extension of the
rate-based scheme. It adds an awareness of the fact th at some real-time applications,
for example, video conferencing, do not use a single connection, but rather a set of
cooperating streams, known as a multimedia session. W ith awareness of the existence
of these sessions, our multimedia session-aware borrowing scheme is able to eliminate
the processing overhead suffered by QoS provisioning schemes th at treat each stream
of a session as a distinct entity. It also improves upon schemes, such as our own
rated-based borrowing scheme, that treat a set of multimedia session streams as one
single large connection. By allowing a simple prioritization between the streams in a
session, significant improvements in CDP can be gained.
Schemes like ours and many other very recent call-level QoS provisioning schemes
exploit the adaptiveness of some types of traffic and actually remove resources from
them or even end them prematurely in order to meet overall goals like a lower CDP
and CBP. Analysis of this class of schemes must take into account the negative aspects
as well as the positive. Therefore we introduce some new metrics to use in analysis.
Two new QoS metrics relate to a connection’s supplied bandwidth:
• the percentage of the Desired Bandwidth th at is actually Supplied (D BS), and
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• the percentage of Time spent operating at the Desired Bandwidth (DBT).
For schemes which create fluctuations in the supplied bandwidth of ongoing connec
tion, the fluctuation rate should also be measured.
In the following chapter, we review the state of the art in the areas of call-level
QoS provisioning for cellular networks and LEO satellite networks, and supplying
QoS to a multimedia session. In chapter 3, we present the rate-based bandwidth
borrowing scheme and its performance measurements. Chapter 4 covers the max-min
fair bandwidth borrowing scheme, and we compare it to the rate-based scheme. In
chapter 5, we present a multimedia session-aware scheme that is based on the ratebased borrowing scheme and compare it to a similar, but session-unaware, scheme. We
do a full analysis of the schemes th at involves looking at the results for various traffic
types in detail in terms of CDP, CBP, DBS, and DBT. We also consider the overhead
caused by borrowing, and look at the rates of borrowing-produced fluctuation for
different traffic types. Chapter 6 presents the predictive reservation scheme for LEO
satellite networks.

And the appendix contains the detailed design of the cellular

network simulator (CNS).
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
II. 1
II. 1.1

C ELLU L A R N E T W O R K S
Background and Early Research

Cellular networks usually consist of a set of base stations connected together through
a wired network, and mobile hosts th at communicate through their local base station
to reach other mobile hosts or the wired internet. The area served by one base station
is called a cell, and cells are commonly arrayed in a honeycomb pattern, with each
cell having 6 neighbors (Figure 1). When a mobile host (MH) moves out of the range
of one base station (BS) and into the area served by a neighboring base station, it is
called a handoff or handover. A set of base stations that neighbor each other may
be connected over a wired link to a local controller called a Mobile Switching Center
(MSC).
Since our work does not focus on packet-level QoS, we will not review the work
done in th a t area, but rather begin with call-level QoS and channel allocation. Be
cause of co-channel interference, the entire frequency spectrum assigned to a network
cannot be used in every cell. Much research has been done [3, 4, 5, 6] into how to
allocate channels among the cells in order to maximize the available bandwidth for
user requests. The simplest is the fixed channel allocation, in which all the channels

® Base Station

Fig. 1. Cells laid out in a honeycomb pattern.
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of the spectrum are distributed statically to the base stations in a pattern that re
duces or prevents cochannel interference. Each cell has a fixed number of channels to
accommodate new and handoff calls. In dynamic channel assignment schemes, chan
nels are assigned to cells as they are needed. Flexible channel assignment schemes
are hybrids of fixed and dynamic assignment, where a set of channels is distributed
statically and the rest of the channels are kept in a pool to be distributed as the need
arises. Dynamic channel assignment will clearly outperform fixed assignment in times
when a few cells are highly loaded, because highly loaded fixed assignment cells will
exhaust all their available bandwidth with no method to obtain more. However, fixed
assignment will perform better under uniformly high load conditions, unless the dy
namic assignment scheme can produce the optimal configuration of fixed assignment
as it progresses.
Many dynamic channel assignment schemes are complex and require a central
controller. Prakash [7] proposes a distributed dynamic allocation scheme. A base
station makes its channel assignment decisions itself, after conferring with neighboring
base stations th at are within cochannel interference distance of it. A distributed
borrowing scheme is introduced by Das [8]. In this scheme, a fixed channel assignment
is made initially, and then heavily loaded cells may borrow free channels from their
neighbors when needed.
To provide greater frequency utilization, cells may be divided into concentric re
gions. In the region closest to the base station, channels can be used at low power
without interfering with the same channels being used in the central regions of neigh
boring cells [9]. Although these types of schemes increase the available bandwidth,
they are complex to manage and introduce an imbalance between resources available
for calls, depending on the region in which they originate. Papavassiliou proposes an
algorithm [10] to solve the problem th at fewer channels are available in the region fur
thest away from the base station, and to create a uniform CBP across an entire cell.
Dividing a cell into regions also introduces the possibility of handoff being necessary
when a mobile host moves from the inner to the outer region of a cell.
Handoff is a problem for QoS provisioning because the new region or cell that a
mobile host is entering may not have the resources available to grant the same level
of QoS th at the hosts had originally negotiated or may not be able to continue the
host’s call at all. And as cells become smaller (as in micro-/pico- cellular networks),
handoffs will occur much more frequently. Handoff detection is in itself a complex
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issue. As a mobile host moves away from one base station and towards a neighboring
base station, the signal from one will get progressively weaker and from the other
progressively stronger, until in some overlap area, they become equal for a time. But
/
other things, such as terrain, can also affect signal strength. Tekinay [11] proposes
some algorithms to assist in accurate handoff detection. Different methods of handoff
queueing are presented as a means to lower the CDP in work by Tekinay [12] and by
Agrawal [13]. If a MH is in the area where it can hear the signals of two BSs and
its destination cell cannot support it, it is placed into a queue, with the idea that
maybe the resources for it will become available before the time when it is completely
outside the range of its current BS.
Reducing the CDP, or the handoff failure rate, is more im portant than reducing
the CBP, because it is more disturbing to users to have an ongoing call cut off than to
have a call attem pt denied [12]. Dynamic and flexible channel allocation schemes aid
in lowering the CDP because channels can be allocated or borrowed when handoffs
arrive and find no available bandwidth. A common technique for reducing dropped
calls is to reserve some portion of the bandwidth in a cell for use only by handoffs
[14, 15, 16, 2]. The simplest method of bandwidth or channel reservation is static,
where a fixed set of channels, or fixed percentage of a cell’s bandwidth, is set aside
for handoffs. Selecting the amount of bandwidth to reserve is a trade-off between the
CBP and CDP: the larger the reservation, the less bandwidth available for new calls.
Dynamic or adaptive reservation uses information about the network or the mobile
hosts to vary the amount of reserved bandwidth with the current conditions in order
to reach the optimal balance between CBP and CDP.
Yu presents a scheme [16] in which the traffic statistics of neighboring cells are
polled to determine how much bandwidth should be reserved for handoffs. Knowledge
of or prediction of the mobility characteristics (i.e. speed and direction) of the MHs
can improve adaptive bandwidth reservation schemes. In Choi’s scheme [14], traffic
history is used to predict MH behavior, assuming th at MHs entering a cell from the
same direction th at other MHs have come from in the past will probably go in the
same direction as their predecessors and at a similar speed, because of roads. The
shadow cluster concept [17] refers to the group of cells surrounding a MH’s current cell
which has the highest probability of being visited by the MH in the near future. This
region of influence for each MH is calculated based on the probable call duration and
reports sent by the MH to the BS containing position, speed and heading information.
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Aljadhai proposes a scheme [18] which is based on the shadow cluster concept, but
which uses historical information about a MH’s movement to compute probabilities
for its future movements, rather than relying on the MHs to report. This method is
of course less precise, but probably more feasible. This scheme [18] also extends the
original algorithms [17] to apply to multiple classes of traffic. Su [19, 20] has done
extensive research into mobility prediction for bandwidth reservation schemes.
Call admission control schemes help a BS decide whether or not to grant service
to connection requests. Admission control schemes are like bandwidth reservation,
in th at by using information about network conditions, they may deny a connection
request even though the call may be serviceable in the short term, in order to leave
resources available for demands expected later. Agrawal [13] proposes an admission
control method th at assumes single-class traffic requiring one channel per MH. The
area at the perimeter of a cell is designated as the handover zone, and the area
just inside th at is the pre-handover zone. In this scheme, a new call is assigned a
channel only if no MHs are in the cell’s handover zone and if the number of MHs
in the pre-handover zone is less than the number of available channels. Naghshineh
[21] proposes a scheme in which neighboring cells periodically exchange information
about their state. When a new call request arrives, a cell uses its knowledge about
its neighborhood to decide whether or not to admit the new call, with the goal of
limiting the CDP to a given value. This scheme has been criticized for its complexity
[22], A hybrid of the weighted sum scheme and the probability index scheme [23] has
been shown to compare favorably to a static bandwidth reservation scheme and to
Naghshineh’s scheme [21]. The weighted sum scheme makes admission decisions based
on the weighted sum of the number of ongoing calls in the neighboring cells, with the
weight based on the distance between the cell and its neighbor.

The probability

index scheme estimates the dropping probability for the new call and compares it to
a threshold value in order to make an admission decision. Sadeghi and Knightly [24]
propose an admission control scheme called the Virtual Bottleneck Cell, which forms
cells into clusters and avoids resource control at the user level in order to be highly
scalable.
Many of the schemes we have discussed so far consider just single-class traffic,
where each connection has the same requirements, using one channel or bandwidth
unit per call. Some researchers have proposed generic algorithms and models for
multi-class traffic of n types [25, 26, 27]. Others have modeled systems where each
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call may request different QoS, but traffic is mainly classified based on whether it is
real-time or non-real-time [2, 28, 29, 30, 31, 1]. Das [29] makes just this distinction
in a framework he proposes for QoS at the packet and at the call level. The same
classification is made by Naghshineh in [28], where an end-to-end QoS provisioning
framework is proposed. These researchers suggest th at some real-time applications
have the ability to adapt themselves to fluctuations in the QoS. For example, video
can be sent in layers of quality, so th at if supplied bandwidth is reduced, layers can
be dropped and the video quality lowered, without suffering a loss in the continuity
of the video stream [32]. Non-real-time applications, such as email or ftp, can not
tolerate loss, but are able to tolerate significant changes in supplied bandwidth.
Oliviera [2] has proposed a set of call admission control and bandwidth reservation
algorithms for multi-class traffic. In these schemes, it is assumed that traffic falls into
two classes, Class I designating real-time and Class II designating non-real-time,
and th at successful handoffs are more important to Class I users than Class II. The
algorithms specify th at in order for a Class I connection to be accepted in a cell,
bandwidth must be available to be reserved for it in the neighboring cells. In one
scheme, a fixed amount is reserved in a cell depending on the number of connections
requesting a reservation. In another version, the amount reserved is equal to the
maximum of all the current reservation requests for the cell. When a new connection
is attem pted in a cell, the service class, the desired bandwidth, and the minimum
acceptable bandwidth are specified.

If the desired bandwidth cannot be granted,

the connection is blocked. Class I calls are blocked if reservations cannot be made
for them. For handoff connection requests, only Class I connections have the cell’s
reserved bandwidth at their disposal. A Class I handoff must be granted at least its
minimum bandwidth, and reservations must be made for it in neighboring cells, or it
is dropped. A Class II handoff will succeed if there is at least one unit of bandwidth
available for it.
II. 1.2

R ecen t R esearch

In work related to our rate-based borrowing scheme [30], Lam [33] proposes a scheme
th at combines intra-cell borrowing with knowledge about the state of the client’s
video buffer in order to provide QoS to video streams. The QoS is measured mainly
in terms of frame loss rate, and it is shown to outperform the rate-based scheme on
th at measure. However, Lam’s scheme suffers from the fact th at it does not consider
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traffic other than video and assumes an intimate knowledge about the video buffers
and their states on the clients, as well as the encoding method and playback rates of
the individual streams. It differs from the rate-based scheme in both its assumptions
and its goals. Tupelly [34] introduces a scheme also addressed solely to MPEG video
traffic in cellular networks, and its performance is measured in terms of frame loss
rate. It uses information about channel throughput, frame type and buffer state to
schedule traffic.
Vakili and Aziminejad [35] propose a scheme in which the bandwidth in a cell starts
with an initial reservation for audio connections and video connections. As calls arrive,
bandwidth (of the same type - audio or video) can be borrowed from neighboring cells.
Also, audio connections can temporarily borrow unused video bandwidth in the same
cell. Non-real-time connections are given whatever bandwidth is left-over in the cell.
This scheme makes fixed reservations based on traffic type, and then allows both
inter- and intra-cell borrowing of unused bandwidth under certain conditions. It is
easy to see th at this scheme might lead to poor bandwidth utilization if the initial
reservation were not chosen well. But with good choices based on knowledge of traffic
patterns in the network, it could perform quite well.
At Monash University in Australia, a group of researchers are working on precisely
the same problem set as we are. They have proposed a number of schemes [36, 37,
38, 39, 40, 41] th a t use knowledge about the mobility parameters of the MHs (speed
and direction) in order to perform statistical bandwidth reservation, expanding on the
ideas proposed in [17] and [18]. One scheme [38] combines a mobility-based reservation
scheme with an inter-cell borrowing scheme similar to ours. In the earliest scheme
[36], the MHs give information to the BS about their direction and the SNR and signal
strength are monitored in order to enhance the mobility information. Bandwidth is
allocated in a MH’s current cell and reserved in the most likely cells to which a MH
will travel. The new reservation scheme is compared to a simple fixed reservation
technique in terms of CBP and bandwidth utilization. The second mobility-based
scheme [37] adds a speed-dependent directional probability function th at assumes that
faster-moving MHs are less likely to change direction. This information makes the
reservation even more precise. As in Oliviera [2], it is possible to drop a MH th at can
be accommodated in its current cell if reservations cannot be made on its behalf. The
determination of when to drop is more forgiving in this new scheme than in Oliviera’s.
The scheme th at combines mobility-based reservation and a borrowing scheme
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called on-demand borrowing (ODB) is compared favorably with our rate-based
scheme.

ODB borrows as much as needed from active calls in the same cell (ac

cording to their adaptiveness), and will even terminate ongoing Class II (using the
same terminology as Oliviera) connections in order to free enough bandwidth to sat
isfy a Class I handoff. The borrowing scheme is said to be fair, but the type of
fairness is not mentioned. It is clear th at a scheme with movement prediction that
supplies good information for statistical reservation should outperform a fixed reser
vation scheme (as is used in our schemes) in CDP, because it is more likely that the
needed bandwidth will be waiting for calls when they arrive. A borrowing scheme
th at allows calls to be suspended (as many as necessary) also would deliver low CDP
for class I calls at the expense of very poor QoS for the class II calls who got discon
nected. Schemes which reserve bandwidth for calls in cells to which they are expected
to travel in the future suffer from some communication overhead. This overhead is
due to the message passing between cells to make and release reservations.
Zander [42] has proposed combining a bandwidth borrowing scheme with a sta
tistical reservation technique that uses a database of historical movement patterns
in order to estimate handoff arrival rates. The reservation technique is described in
detail, but the borrowing technique is not; using our max-min fair technique is given
as a possibility. The key feature of this scheme is that it allows a network operator
to develop penalty functions which take into account relative priorities between traf
fic types, the adaptiveness of connections, and the desired and measured QoS. The
scheme uses these functions to help make decisions about blocking and dropping, and
borrowing and redistributing freed bandwidth. Its goal is to minimize annoyance as
defined by the penalty functions. For example, it may be more acceptable to drop a
connection than to borrow from a connection th at has already suffered from previous
borrows.
Curescu [43] has developed an interesting scheme that focuses on utility, rather
than CBP and CDP. Traffic types are assigned a utility value, and the QoS they
receive affects their utility. A scheme is developed that tries to maximize the overall
system utility. Resource reallocation is used, and on-going connections may even be
terminated in favor of new calls in order to maximize utility. When simulated against
our rate-based scheme the utility-based scheme gets good results, but the goals and
assumptions of the two schemes differ.
Ibrahim [44] has developed a novel charging and resource allocation framework
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for wireless networks. Connections supply a QoS profile upon seeking service from
the network which specifies a set of levels of desired QoS and what the user is willing
to pay for each. A group of schemes that feature resource reallocation with the goal
of maximizing revenue for the network service provider is proposed. These schemes
have also compared favorably to our rate-based scheme, but again the assumptions
and goals are different.
II.2

LEO SATELLITE N E T W O R K S

There are some places, such as low population areas, harsh terrain or the middle of the
ocean, where it is impossible or economically infeasible to deploy land-based wireless
systems. Because of their ability to provide service in such areas, satellite networks
hold the promise of true global communications coverage. Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
satellite networks, deployed at relatively low altitudes (500km-2000km) as compared
to geosynchronous earth orbit (GEO) satellites, have a small signal propagation delay.
In addition, the power required to transm it that signal is comparatively low. There
fore, the ground-based systems for LEO satellite networks can be hand-held devices,
allowing for world-wide personal communications services (PCS).
The area on the earth that is covered by a certain satellite is called its footprint. A
LEO satellite is composed of a number of spotbeams th at illuminate the earth’s surface
inside its footprint in a pattern of slightly overlapping circular cells. A spotbeam
controller can be considered similar to a ground-based cellular system’s base station.
But unlike a cellular base station, a LEO satellite is moving at a very high velocity.
This implies th at an end-user, even a stationary one, will suffer frequent handoffs as
he is switched from one spotbeam to another and from one satellite to another. A
handoff of a connection from spotbeam to spotbeam is an intra-satellite handoff, and
one from satellite to satellite is an inter-satellite handoff. Handoff management is a
key part of QoS provisioning in LEO satellite networks.
In order to analyze the problem of intra-satellite handoffs, it is common practice
to model a satellite network like a cellular network in which the mobile hosts are
all moving in straight lines in the same direction from spotbeam to spotbeam at a
constant speed th at is equal to the satellite’s orbital velocity [45, 46]. Some researchers
are applying techniques designed for cellular systems directly, albeit with a loss in
efficiency, because the specific characteristics of the LEO networks are not considered.
Del Re [45] proposes a dynamic channel allocation scheme and applies the handoff
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Fig. 2. The footprint of a LEO satellite subdivided into spotbeams.

queuing technique.
The need for mobility prediction does not exist in the satellite model because the
motion of MHs is defined by the motion of the satellites. This simplifies some of the
cellular schemes, or provides them with better performance because the knowledge of
the speed and direction of the MHs can be exploited. For example, Kalyanasundaram
[1] applies a channel-sharing scheme to satellite networks. In this scheme, each adja
cent pair of cells, { n ,n + 1}, forms a meta-cell which has a set of channels assigned
to it, thus allowing some users to go from cell n to n + 1 carrying the same channels
with them. Initially, a fixed channel allocation scheme partitions the channels among
the spotbeams according to the correct reuse distances. A call admission scheme
determines which channels to assign to a connection request in order to improve the
connection’s chances of carrying the same channels through its next spotbeam hand
off. Applied to a land-based cellular network, Kalyanasundaram’s scheme [1] is much
more complex.
Because the movement pattern of MHs in a LEO satellite network is known, many
researchers have developed resource reservation techniques th at use the knowledge of
the MH mobility to improve their efficiency [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52],
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II.3

M U L T IM E D IA SESSIO N S

Applications like video phone, video conferencing and distance education use a set of
streams operating together in what is known as a multimedia session. For example, an
interactive distance learning application might include a connection for the teacher’s
audio, one for the teacher’s video, one for slides, one for a whiteboard, an audio stream
for students’ questions and a connection for control messages. The set of individual
streams can be considered a single entity, a session, because the streams will start
and end together, have the same endpoints and be interrelated in other ways as well,
i.e., audio/video synchronization. And if the user of such an application is mobile,
of course, the streams handoff together. Therefore, it makes sense to consider the
session, rather than the individual streams, in terms of call-level QoS, particularly
CDP.
Some protocols recently defined by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
th at treat a set of streams as a single entity are the Session Description Protocol
(SDP), the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), and the Session Announcement Proto
col (SAP). SDP (RFC 2327) [53] allows a session and its component streams to be
described. It is used by SIP (RFC 3261) [54], which is the control protocol for initiat
ing a session, and SAP (RFC 2974) [55], which is used to announce sessions that will
occur in the future. SAP and SDP were originally designed with MBONE multimedia
conferences in mind, as a way to announce upcoming conferences - SAP uses SDP for
the session description. Now, with SDP being used in many more environments than
it was originally designed for, such as providing media descriptions to media gateways
[56, 57], a new version is being developed - SDPng [58].
SDP is a text-based protocol that describes the structure of a multimedia session.
It consists of a session information block and zero or more media information blocks.
The session block may contain data items like name, valid times and encryption
key and other attributes. A media block contains information such as media type
(e.g., video), the transport protocol (e.g., UDP), the media format (e.g., MPEG),
bandwidth s p e c ific a tio n s , t h e t r a n s p o r t a d d re s s , a n d o th e r a t t r i b u t e s .
There has been a lot of research and standards work looking at providing QoS to
sessions. RFC 3524 [59], Mapping of Media Streams to Resource Reservation Flows,
discusses an extension to SDP that allows one or more media streams to be grouped
into a single reservation flow (SRF). This information can then be used by a resource
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reservation protocol or scheme, such as RSVP (Resource Reservation Setup Proto
col) [60] to map the media streams to resource reservations. In RFC 3312 [61], the
integration of resource management with SIP is discussed with the introduction of
a framework for preconditions. Preconditions for QoS in a SIP session ensure that
QoS reservations are made before the session begins. The preconditions are specified
in the session description using SDP and can indicate the importance, or strength
of the QoS requirement, the direction of the requirement (send, recv, or sendrecv),
and the type of requirement, which refers to whether it is end-to-end or segmented.
Segmented refers to QoS in the access networks only, with the possible values of local
and remote.
So the ability to specify QoS requirements to the local network for the streams
within a session exists, but most work has focused on the provision of end-to-end
QoS. We will not review end-to-end frameworks for session QoS here because our
focus is on the local wireless link, but we offer a few references. Siddiqui [62] looks
at end-to-end QoS for SIP sessions in CDMA networks. Prior to the definition of
SIP and SDP, Youssef [63] introduced the term QoSess, Quality-of-Session, QoS for
multimedia sessions. The ITU-T H.323 is a very popular standard for multimedia
conferencing th at predates SIP, but SIP is becoming the protocol of choice as it is
more open and general.
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CHAPTER III
THE RATE-BASED BORROWING SCHEME

As noted in the previous chapter, much of the work in QoS for cellular networks
has considered only single-class traffic, ignoring the more complex case of multi-class
traffic. But in light of the current and expected future demands for wireless networks,
it is essential to create QoS provisioning schemes that address networks carrying a
mixture of traffic classes. Multimedia applications are known to be able to tolerate
and adapt to transient fluctuations in QoS [64, 65, 66]. This adaptation is typically
achieved by the use of an adjustable-rate codec or by employing hierarchical encoding
of voice and/or video streams [64, 65, 67, 68]. The codec, along with appropriate
buffering before play-out, can allow applications to adapt gracefully to temporary
bandwidth fluctuations with little or no perceived degradation in overall quality. The
additional flexibility afforded by this ability to adapt can be exploited by protocol
designers to significantly improve the overall performance of cellular systems. We
propose an admission control and bandwidth reservation scheme th at takes advantage
of the adaptability of some the classes of traffic in order to improve the QoS provided
by the network in terms of CBP and CDP while maintaining good resource utilization.
As mentioned in the previous section, it is more acceptable to deny a new connec
tion request than to terminate an in-progress connection [8, 9, 11, 12]. The n u m e ro u s
strategies proposed to lower the CDP include channel rearrangement, handoff queu
ing, and channel reservation. Channel rearrangement and handoff queuing techniques
are effective; however, our scheme uses reservation. There are, essentially, three ap
proaches to resource reservation:
• fixed reservation, where a certain percentage of the available resources in a cell
are permanently reserved for handoff connections, and
• s ta tis tic a l r e s e r v a tio n , w h e re re s o u rc e s a r e re s e rv e d u s in g a h e u r is tic a p p ro a c h .

These approaches range from allocating the maximum of the resource require
ments of all connections in neighboring cells, to reserving only a fraction of this
amount [17, 2].
• hybrid reservation, where a small amount of fixed reservation is maintained,
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while a statistical method is used to determine the amount of resources that
need to be reserved beyond the fixed amount.
Our rate-base borrowing scheme (RBBS) combines a resource reservation scheme with
a companion fair borrowing scheme.
I I I .l

O LIV IE R A ’S SC H EM ES

In order to set the stage for the description of our algorithms, we will now describe the
bandwidth allocation and reservation schemes proposed by Oliviera [2] in more detail.
We chose these schemes as a benchmark since they are arguably better than other
comparable bandwidth allocation and reservation schemes found in the literature [2].
When a MH requests a new connection in a given cell, it provides the following
parameters:
• the class of traffic (either I or II);
• the desired amount of bandwidth for the connection; and
• the minimum acceptable amount of bandwidth, that is, the smallest amount of
bandwidth th at the source requires in order to maintain acceptable quality, e.g.
the smallest encoding rate of its codec.
One of the significant features of the call admission control and bandwidth reser
vation schemes in [2] is th at in order to admit the connection, bandwidth must be
allocated in the originating cell and, at the same time, bandwidth must be reserved
for the connection in all the neighboring cells. Specifically, for a new connection to
be adm itted in a cell, the cell must be able to allocate the desired bandwidth to the
connection. For Class I connections, the call will be blocked unless the desired band
width can be allocated to it in the original cell and some bandwidth can be reserved
for it in each of its six neighboring cells.
During a handoff, an established Class I connection is dropped if its minimum
bandwidth r e q u ir e m e n t c a n n o t b e m e t in th e n e w cell o r if a p p r o p r i a te re s e rv a tio n s
cannot be made on its behalf in the new set of neighboring cells. However, Class II
traffic has no minimum bandwidth requirement in the case of a handoff, and a call
will be continued if there is any free bandwidth available in the new cell.
The schemes presented in [2] use statistical reservation techniques based on the
number of connections in neighboring cells, the size of the connections in neighboring
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cells, the predicted movement of mobile hosts, and combinations of these factors. It
is worth noting th at the reservation schemes in [2] keep the dropping probability for
Class I connections very low, since the mobile host should find bandwidth reserved
for it, regardless of the cell to which it moves. But bandwidth may be wasted in
the neighboring cells (the host can only move to one neighbor), and the blocking
probability in those cells may increase because unused bandwidth is being kept in
reserve. In general, the schemes described in [2] favor minimizing the CDP at the
expense of the CBP and give Class I traffic precedence over Class II traffic.
III.2

T H E R A T E -B A S E D B A N D W ID T H B O R R O W IN G SC H EM E

It is clear th at keeping a small pool of bandwidth always reserved for handoffs, as
in [2], yields low CDP. However, in our schemes, the size of the reserved pool is not
determined by requests from neighboring cells, but is fixed at a certain percentage
of the total amount of bandwidth available in the cell. We found th at this produced
results similar to the best results reported in [2], without the overhead of communica
tion between neighboring base stations to request and release reservations. It was also
reported in [23] th at simple fixed reservation can outperform more complex statistical
techniques. To further reduce the CDP in our scheme, we treat the reserved pool
very carefully. We do not allow bandwidth from the reserved pool to be allocated to
incoming handoffs unless the bandwidth is needed to meet the minimum bandwidth
requirements of the connection. Just as in [2], our scheme gives precedence to Class
I connections; Class II traffic does not make use of the reserved bandwidth.
RBBS attem pts to allocate the desired bandwidth to every multimedia connection
originating in a cell or being handed off to that cell. The novelty of our scheme is
th a t in case of insufficient bandwidth, in order not to deny service to a requesting
connection (new or handoff), bandwidth will be borrowed, on a temporary basis, from
existing connections. Our borrowing scheme guarantees that no connection will give
up more than its fair share of bandwidth, in the sense that the amount of bandwidth
borrowed from a connection is p r o p o r tio n a l t o its to le ra n c e t o bandwidth loss.
Our borrowing strategy has the following interesting features:
1. It guarantees th a t the bandwidth allocated to a real-time connection never drops
below the minimum bandwidth requirement specified by the connection at call
setup time. This is very critical to ensuring that the corresponding application
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Fig. 3. RBBS connection parameters.

can still function at an acceptable level.
2. It guarantees th a t if bandwidth is borrowed from a connection, it is borrowed
in small increments, allowing time for application-level adaptation.
3. It is fair in the sense that if bandwidth is borrowed from one connection, it is
also borrowed from the other existing connections. Specifically, if borrowing is
necessary in order to accommodate a requesting connection (new or handoff),
every existing connection will give up bandwidth in proportion to its tolerance
to bandwidth loss. This motivated us to refer to our scheme as rate-based fair.
4. Finally, the borrowed bandwidth is returned to the connections as soon as pos
sible. Thus, the degradation in the QoS is transient and limited to a minimum.

III.2.1

C ell and con n ection param eters

Each cell maintains a pool of bandwidth reserved for Class I handoffs which, initially,
represents r percent of the total bandwidth. At setup time, each connection specifies
to the cell in which it originates a maximum bandwidth M (termed the desired band
width) and a minim um bandwidth m as illustrated in Figure 3. The difference between
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these two values is the bandwidthJoss tolerance (BLT) of the connection. Thus,
B L T = M — m.
We note th at for constant bit rate (CBR) connections M = m, indicating no band
widthJoss tolerance and, thus, B L T = 0.
Each cell maintains a local parameter, / , (0 < / < 1), which represents the
fraction of the B L T th at a connection may have to give up, in the worst case. This
fraction is the actual borrowable bandwidth (ABB) of the connection. Thus,
A B B = f x B L T = f ( M - m).
By accepting a new call, the base station agrees th at the supplied bandwidth will not
fall below a certain level th at we call the minimum expected (MEX) bandwidth that
the connection is guaranteed to receive during its stay in its starting cell. By defini
tion, M E X — M —A B B . It is worth noting that M E X > m. Simple computation
shows th at MEX is a weighted average of M and m in the sense that
M E X = (1 - f ) - M + f - m .
To prevent borrowing from producing noticeable changes in a connection’s QoS, we
introduce another cell parameter, A. The ABB is divided into A shares, each share
being equal to MszMMX_ This provides the basis for a method of borrowing bandwidth
gradually from a set of connections whose allocated resources may be quite different.
A cell is said to be operating at level L, (0 < L < A), when all its ongoing connections
have had L (or more) shares borrowed from them.
It is im portant to note, however, th at it is possible for a connection to be missing
more than L shares after a handoff, due to the sacrifices made to prevent call dropping.
However, our scheme attem pts to restore bandwidth to handoff connections as soon
as it becomes available.
III.2.2

Fairness o f R B B S

We now introduce a further connection parameter th at we call adaptivity (AD), which
underlies our borrowing scheme. Specifically, for a given connection, AD is the ratio
between the connection’s bandwidth loss tolerance and the maximum bandwidth that
the connection can use.
bandwidthJoss_tolerance
desired_bandwidth

M —m
M
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It is worth noting th at the higher the AD the more adaptive the connection, and the
lower the probability of a forced termination in case of a handoff. Notice, again, that
for CBR connections the adaptivity is 0.
Consider an arbitrary cell operating at level L. Recall that this implies that every
connection in the cell has given up L of its shares. Consider an arbitrary connection C
with desired and minimum bandwidth M and m, respectively. Since the cell operates
at level L, connection C must have lost L of its shares operating at an effective
bandwidth of
A B-—
B .
M - Lr x —
A

The loss ratio (LR) of connection C is the ratio between the amount of bandwidth
borrowed from C and the maximum bandwidth M specified by C at setup time. In
other words

L X dfB

LR—

a ^ -

(2)

Direct manipulations of (2) reveal that
rr)

Lf
x

M -m

x

~nr~

=

Lf
a

<3 >

Since for a given cell, and a given point in time, ^ is a constant, (3) shows that the
connection will give up an amount of bandwidth proportional to its adaptivity.
Let C' be an arbitrary connection in the same cell as C, and let L R (C ) and LR(C ')
be the corresponding loss ratios. Then (3) allows us to write
LR (C ) __ % x A D (C )
AD (C )
L R (C ') ~
x A D (C ') ~ AD {C >)'
Thus, the ratio of the loss ratios of two connections isinvariant

to L and is only a

function of the adaptivity of the connections. This isthe sense inwhich weconsider
our borrowing scheme to be fair.
III.2.3

R B B S details

N ew call adm ission p rotocol
When a new call requests admission into the network in a cell operating at level L,
the cell first attem pts to provide the connection with an amount of bandwidth equal
to its desired bandwidth minus L shares of its A B B , that is
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If the amount of bandwidth specified in (4) exceeds the amount of bandwidth avail
able, the cell tests to see if the call could be adm itted if the cell progressed to level
L -f 1. If transition to level L + 1 will provide enough bandwidth to admit the call, the
bandwidth is borrowed, the level is incremented, and the call is admitted; otherwise,
the call is blocked. When the cell is operating at level L = A, no more borrowing is
allowed. It is im portant to note th at our scheme never borrows from CBR connections
or from connections th at have already lost more than L shares.
Every time bandwidth becomes available in a cell due to a connection releasing
its bandwidth allocation, the cell will attem pt to make a transition to the next level.
As a result, the available bandwidth is returned to the connections that have lost
bandwidth due to borrowing. All fluctuations in a connection’s allocated bandwidth
are gradual as only one share can be borrowed or returned at a time.
H andoff m anagem ent
The handoff admission policies differentiate between Class I and Class II connections.
The reserved bandwidth is used only for Class I connections, which are admitted only
if their minimum bandwidth needs can be met. When a Class I connection requests
admission into a cell as a handoff, the cell checks to see if the minimum bandwidth
requirement can be met with the sum of the available free and reserved bandwidth in
the cell. If such is the case, the call is adm itted into the cell and given bandwidth from
the pool of free bandwidth up to its desired level minus L shares. The connection is
given bandwidth from the reserved bandwidth pool only if its minimum requirement
cannot be met using free bandwidth. If the minimum cannot be met using the free
and reserved bandwidth together, the cell tests to see if scaling to level L + 1 would
free up enough bandwidth to admit the call. If so, the cell scales the other calls in
the cell and provides the handoff call with bandwidth according to the guidelines
described above.
On the other hand, Class II traffic will be dropped only if there is no free band
width left in the cell at all. The reserved pool is not available to these connections,
because, as in [2], we assume that Class II traffic is able and willing to incur a pos
sibly substantial fluctuation in service rather than be disconnected. Calls that have
suffered a lowering of bandwidth due to a handoff will eventually be brought back to
a reasonable level as their new cell has free bandwidth to give them. This is in sharp
contrast to the schemes presented in [2], which have no facility to improve connections
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Fig. 4. The recovery of a Class I handoff.

which have been degraded due to a handoff.
H ow w ell d oes a handoff do?
Recall th a t a handoff Class I connection may be cut down to its minimum in order
to avoid dropping the call. In addition, our scheme specifically disallows borrowing
from connections th at are below the cell level L. When bandwidth becomes available,
our scheme attem pts to bring all Class I connections to the cell level L. In particular,
this means th a t handoff connections are expected to recover from a bandwidth loss
incurred at handoff time.
Figure 4 illustrates this recovery process by plotting the bandwidth allocated to
a Class I handoff connection over time. At time 0 the connection is admitted into
the cell at its minimum acceptable level. In roughly 35 time units (seconds, in our
simulation) the bandwidth has been replenished to the cell level. It is evident that
the connection has reached the cell level L at the point when its bandwidth begins to
fluctuate, indicating th at borrowing has resumed 1.
T n Figure 4 this shows as a small decrease in bandwidth.
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C om p lexity and O verhead o f R B B S
Unlike Oliviera’s scheme, all decisions in RBBS are made locally, within a base station,
and do not require any communication with other base stations. In Oliviera’s scheme,
messages must be passed between a cell and all its neighbors each time a mobile host
arrives and leaves a cell. When a MH arrives, at least one message must be sent to
all neighbors, and at least one message must be received from all neighbors in order
to continue. When a MH leaves a cell, at least one message must be sent to the cell’s
neighbors. All schemes th at require information from other cells in order to make
decisions in one cell, which are many of the statistical reservation schemes as well as
all inter-cell borrowing schemes, suffer from this communication overhead.
The concept of shares in RBBS makes the scheme simple to implement. The size
of a share for a given connection does not depend on what cell the mobile host is
in, nor how busy the cell is (as we have shown in section III.2.2). Therefore, the
amount of bandwidth available from a round of borrowing also changes only with the
number of connections in a cell, not with the cell level. So it has to be computed
only at the time a MH enters or leaves the cell, not with each round of borrowing,
and th at computation is, of course, trivial; the entering/departing MH’s share size is
added/subtracted from the current value of a round of borrowing.
W ith respect to the complexity of the adaptation needed by the application expe
riencing the changes in bandwidth, we have already mentioned some ways in which
a multimedia application can be adaptive. W ith the gradual degradation and im
provement afforded by the share concept, we make that task easier. And, later, in
section V.2, we cover a few ways that the network could assume some of the work of
adaptation from the mobile application.
Finally, we must consider the complexity of actually reapportioning the bandwidth
and signaling the mobile host about changes in supplied bandwidth. Consider that the
cellular network uses a TDMA (time division multiple access) channel access scheme.
In TDMA, a channel is divided up into time slots and users are periodically assigned
slots in which they can transm it or receive data. A set of slots forms a TDMA frame.
These slots are assigned to users dynamically, with the assignment information being
sent on slots permanently reserved for signalling. W ith dynamic assignment of slots
on the frame, a better channel utilization can be achieved by allowing busy users
to transm it during times when other users are idle [69]. So it is nothing new to
vary supplied bandwidth dynamically. The reapportionment of bandwidth by RBBS
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TABLE 1
Traffic C h a ra c te ris tic s for th e S im u la tio n

CLASS
I
I
I
II
II
II

B A N D W ID T H
AVG M IN
30
30
256
256
1000
3000
10
5
256
64
1000
5000

(K bps)
MAX
30
256
6000
20
512
10000

D U R A T IO N
AVG M IN
180
60
300
60
600
300
30
10
180
30
120
30

(sec)
M AX
600
1800
18000
120
36000
1200

translates into a simple calculation of a new number of slots on a frame for each user,
who is already prepared to discover when and how much to transm it dynamically.
III.2.4

Perform ance o f R B B S

Sim ulation M odel
To fairly contrast our scheme with other schemes from the literature, we have used the
traffic types and characteristics given in [2] as input to our simulations, and modeled
traffic behavior just as described there, with the exception of the handoffs. In [2], a
handoff occurs during a connection with some given probability, and th at probability
decreases exponentially with each successive handoff during the connection. We have
chosen a different approach th at seems more realistic. We give each MH a speed
characteristic specifying the amount of time th at will be spent in each cell during a
call. Thus, longer calls are likely to experience more handoffs than shorter ones.
As in [2], the traffic offered to the cellular system is assumed to belong to two
classes:
1. Class I traffic - real-time multimedia traffic, such as interactive voice and video
applications;
2. Class II traffic - non real-time data traffic, such as email or ftp.
Table 1 shows the exact characteristics of the traffic used in our simulations. Each of
the six types occurs with equal probability. This set represents an estimation of what
the traffic mix will look like in a future multimedia wireless network [2].
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E xp erim en tal R esu lts
In order to evaluate the performance of our rate-based borrowing scheme, we imple
mented and simulated two other schemes for comparison. First, we implemented
a request-based statistical reservation scheme from [2], termed the uniform and
bandwidth-based model. According to this scheme, when reservations are made on
behalf of a connection in neighboring cells, an equal amount of bandwidth is reserved
in each neighboring cell, with no consideration of the most likely cell to which the
host might travel. A cell does not reserve the sum of all the bandwidth it is asked to
reserve, but just the largest of all the current requests.
We also simulated a simple scheme th at reserves 5 percent of the total bandwidth
in each cell for handoffs. New calls are admitted into the network if their desired
bandwidth can be met; otherwise, they are blocked. Class I handoffs are admitted
if at least their minimum bandwidth requirements can be met. They are given only
enough bandwidth from the reserved pool to meet their minimum, if there is too little
free bandwidth available. Class II handoffs are admitted if there is any free bandwidth
in the cell.
To simulate our rate-based borrowing scheme, we used a fixed reservation pool
representing 5 percent of the total bandwidth.

We set / to 0.5, thus permitting

borrowing up to half of the bandwidthJoss tolerance. And we set A to 10, so that
each call had 10 shares to give.
For the results shown in Figures 5-9, the speed of the MHs was set to that of a
host spending from 1 to 15 minutes in a cell, with an average of 5 minutes per cell.
Each cell had 30Mbps of bandwidth. The network was a hexagonal grid of size 6 x 6
consisting of 36 cells. Traffic was provided to each cell at the level being measured.
Figure 5 compares the values of bandwidth utilization for the request-based reser
vation scheme from [2], for a fixed reservation scheme with r = 5%, and for our
rate-based borrowing scheme with r = 5%, A = 10 and / = 0.5, so that, at most, half
of a connection’s bandw idthJoss tolerance can be borrowed. For the fixed reservation
scheme and the rate-based borrowing scheme, at the maximum connection rate, the
bandwidth utilization comes close to equaling the bandwidth outside of the reserved
pool. The results for the request-based reservation scheme are worse than for the
other two, because we did not implement a cap on the size of the reserved pool.
Figures 6 and 7 show, respectively, the CDP for Class I traffic alone and for
Class I and II traffic combined. The borrowing scheme outperforms the other two
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Fig. 5. A comparison of bandwidth utilization.
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Fig. 6. Call dropping probabilities for Class I traffic.
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Call Dropping Probabilities for Com bined Traffic
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Fig. 7. Call dropping probabilities for Class I and Class II traffic combined.

schemes in both cases. In fact, the dropping probability for Class I connections is very
close to zero. The motivation, of course, for favoring Class I connections by giving
them exclusive use of the handoff reserves is th at real-time connections would suffer
an actual loss by being dropped. We assume th at a Class II application, although
inconvenienced by being dropped, would be able to resume its transmission at a later
time, without any significant loss. Despite this, Class II traffic fares significantly
better under our rate-based borrowing scheme than under the others; it is especially
im portant th at our scheme returns bandwidth to connections which have suffered cuts
during a handoff.
Next, Figures 8 and 9 illustrate, respectively, the call blocking probabilities for
Class I traffic alone and for Class I and II traffic combined. They demonstrate how
borrowing allows a significant reduction in the CBP while also lowering the CDP. As
it did in te rm s of CDP, th e co m b in ed traffic also fares w orse th a n C lass I traffic alone

in terms of CBP. However, this is not due to any bias in the algorithms, but rather
to the characteristics of the traffic being simulated. The Class II traffic requires more
bandwidth on average.
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Fig. 8. Call blocking probabilities for Class I traffic.
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Fig. 9. Call blocking probabilities for Class I and Class II traffic combined.
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CHAPTER IV
THE MAX-MIN FAIR BORROWING SCHEME

The second scheme we have developed is also a reservation and borrowing scheme,
but it is based on max-min fairness, rather than the proportional, rate-based fairness
described in the previous chapter.

Max-min fairness is reviewed in the following

section.
I V .l

M A X -M IN FA IR N E SS

When the amount of bandwidth requested by the connections in a cell exceeds the
total bandwidth available in the cell, it is unavoidable that some of the connections
will receive less than their desired amount of bandwidth. It is, however, important
th at the bandwidth allocation be fair in some sense. One of the best-known fair
allocation schemes is the classic max-min fairness. An allocation is max-min fair
if there is no way to give more bandwidth to a connection without decreasing the
allocation of a connection of lesser or equal bandwidth [70, 71].
As an illustration, consider a cell th at has a total of 20 units of bandwidth. At
some point there are four active connections A, B, C, and D using, respectively, 5, 4,
3, and 2 units of bandwidth. Referring to Figure 10, assume th at a new connection
E, requesting 7 units, has been accepted into the cell. Clearly, the total amount of
bandwidth requested by these connections is 21 units, exceeding the capacity of the
cell. How should the bandwidth be partitioned between the connections in a fair
manner?
The key idea in max-min fairness is that if n connections need to partition b
units of bandwidth, then each is guaranteed its equal share of £ units. Connections
th at require at most their equal share are granted their desired bandwidth and are
referred to as satisfied. For definiteness, assume that of the n connections, m are
satisfied and the total bandwidth requested by the m satisfied connections is S units.
The residual bandwidth, R = rj~ —S. is partitioned among the remaining connections,
each receiving

units.

Notice that, in the current example, the addition of the new connection E brings
the total number of connections to 5, and consequently, each is guaranteed 4 units
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Fig. 10. Insufficient bandwidth to satisfy new connection.
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Fig. 11. Allocation of the equal share to all connections.
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Fig. 12. Redistribution of the residual bandwidth.

of bandwidth. As illustrated in Figure 11, connections B, C and D are satisfied,
while connections A and E are not. Since connections C and D are requesting less
than their equal share, there are 3 units of residual bandwidth. As shown in Figure
12, the residual bandwidth is now partitioned between the unsatisfied connections A
and E, each receiving 1.5 units of additional bandwidth. W ith this new allocation,
connection A becomes satisfied, leaving E as the only unsatisfied connection.
Finally, the residual 0.5 units of bandwidth are now given to connection E. The fi
nal max-min fair bandwidth allocation is shown in Figure 13. Notice th at connections
A, B, C and D are satisfied and that the only unsatisfied connection is the relatively
bandwidth-intensive connection E.
As this example shows, max-min fairness attem pts to maximize the bandwidth
allocation to the connections requesting the least amount of bandwidth. The maxmin algorithm considers th at each connection is entitled to an equal share of the
limited bandwidth. Some connections request less bandwidth than others. In the end,
connections with a low bandwidth demand receive their desired amount of bandwidth,
thus becoming satisfied, while the remainder of the bandwidth is equally apportioned
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Fig. 13. Final redistribution of the residual bandwidth.

among the unsatisfied connections.
IV .2

M A X -M IN FA IR B A N D W ID T H ALLO CATIO N

The max-min fair scheme keeps a pool of bandwidth reserved for handoffs, just as
RBBS does. This reserved pool is used for Class I handoffs only, with the assump
tion th at real-time connections have more stringent QoS requirements than Class II
connections. It has been shown already that this reservation technique significantly
reduces the CDP without adversely affecting the CBP. In order to also improve the
CBP, our scheme allows for the temporary borrowing of bandwidth from existing
connections in order to accommodate new and handoff connections.
The param eters th a t must be specified in a co n n e ctio n re q u e st a re th e co n n e ctio n
class and the desired, minimum, and expected levels of bandwidth. The expected
amount falls between the desired and the minimum and represents a comfortable
working level for the application. In fact, in our scheme, the expected bandwidth is
guaranteed to a connection while it remains in its initial cell. The difference between
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the desired and expected amounts of a connection is the actual borrowable bandwidth
(ABB), and the cell may borrow some of this bandwidth from an existing connection
in order to accommodate other incoming connections.
A new connection, whether Class I or Class II, is accepted into a cell only if its
expected bandwidth is less than or equal to the total bandwidth of the cell (not
including the reserved handoff pool) divided by the number of connections in the
cell. This requirement is actually a key feature of our scheme, because it can cause
a new connection to be blocked even if there is enough bandwidth for it in the cell,
in order not to give it an unfairly large amount of bandwidth. If all the connections
in a cell are functioning at their desired levels, and a new connection can also be
accommodated at its desired level, it is simply admitted. If a connection cannot be
given its expected amount using all the borrowable and free bandwidth in the cell, it
is rejected. However, if it can be accommodated at its expected level, then the sum
of the borrowable amounts of each connection plus any free bandwidth in the cell is
divided equally among all the connections. Specifically, the equal share in a cell is
determined by the formula below:
total Bandwidth
equalo hare = -------- —-------------------activeConnections + 1
If a new mobile user requests a connection, the cell will accept or deny the con
nection based on the following algorithm:

if (expected bandwidth of new user <= equalShare)
if (expected bandwidth of new user
<= (borrowable bandwidth of all users
+ free bandwidth in cell))
accept connection
else
block call
else
block call

Handoff management differs for Class I and Class II connections. In the case of
Class II connections, we assume th at they want to be continued, even if the bandwidth
allocated is very small, since they do not have stringent QoS requirements. Therefore,
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Fig. 14. Call dropping probabilities for Class I traffic.

Class II handoffs are not dropped as long as there is some free bandwidth in the new
cell; clearly, their stated minimum may not be honored. The reserved bandwidth pool
is for the exclusive use of Class I handoffs, and not available to Class II connections.
However, a Class I handoff is given bandwidth from the reserved pool only if its
minimum cannot be met using the borrowable and free bandwidth in the cell.
When a connection terminates, the freed bandwidth is used first to replenish the
reserved pool, with the leftover allocated to connections that are functioning below
their expected level. Finally, any residual bandwidth is distributed in a max-min fair
manner among the connections th at are functioning below their desired level.

IV .3

PER FO R M A N C E OF THE M AX-M IN FAIR BORROW ING
SCHEM E

The simulation environment used for our max-min experiments is exactly the same
one used for the rate-based experiments. In fact, the two algorithms were compared
against each other directly in a simulator subjecting both to exactly the same traffic.
Figures 14 and 15 show, respectively, the CDP for Class I traffic alone, and for
Class I and Class II traffic, combined. The results show that the max-min scheme
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Call Dropping Probabilities for Combined Traffic
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Fig. 15. Call dropping probabilities for Class I and Class II traffic combined.

outperforms the other scheme in both cases. By blocking slightly more bandwidth
intensive connections, our scheme makes more bandwidth available to both new and
handoff connections. Somewhat surprisingly, the more strict call admission regimen
of our scheme does not adversely impact the overall CBP, as illustrated in Figures
16 and 17. We note here th at the significant difference in performance between our
scheme and the proportionally fair scheme can be partially attributed to the traffic mix
assumed in the simulation model. This mix features connections whose bandwidth
requirements differ dramatically. However, this is anticipated to be a realistic scenario
in future wireless multimedia networks [2].
It is im portant to note th at all the desirable characteristics of the max-min scheme
do not adversely impact the network bandwidth utilization. This is shown in Figure
18. The bandwidth utilization of the max-min fair scheme is just slightly worse than
th at of RBBS. We n o te h e re t h a t th e b e tte r p e rfo rm a n c e of the max-min scheme
in terms of CDP and CBP more than compensates for the slight degradation in
bandwidth utilization. But as mentioned before, this comes at the price of denying
admission into the system to those connections that are requesting an inordinate
amount of resources. Since bandwidth-intensive connections have a high probability
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Fig. 16. Call blocking probabilities for Class I traffic.

Call Blocking Probabilities for Combined Traffic
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Fig. 17. Call blocking probabilities for Class I and Class II traffic combined.
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Fig. 18. A comparison of bandwidth utilization.

of being dropped in handoff situations, denying them admission is likely to improve
both CBP and CDP.
One of the shortcomings of the max-min scheme is that users can be subjected to
significant bandwidth fluctuations. While high-quality codecs can dampen the effects
of these changes, it would be desirable to smooth out, to the largest extent possible,
these bandwidth fluctuations. In this respect, the RBBS is superior to the max-min
fair one, as it borrows and returns bandwidth in a graded manner. Unlike RBBS, in
the max-min fair scheme, the amount of bandwidth available to be borrowed must
be recomputed after each borrow as well as when a mobile host enters or leaves
the system. And the amount of bandwidth to be borrowed from each mobile host
must be computed at the time of borrowing. Thus, the max-min fair scheme is more
computationally complex than RBBS.
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CHAPTER V
THE MULTIMEDIA SESSION-AWARE SCHEME
Now th at email, web browsing and SMS or instant messaging are very common ap
plications available to cellular network users from their handheld devices, the most
attractive new applications are surely video telephony, streaming multimedia and in
teractive games. These types of applications, along with more complex ones such
as video conferencing with multiple video streams, slides and a whiteboard, usually
require a set of multiple connections working together (e.g., video and audio) in a
multimedia session. As noted earlier, there has been significant work done creating
protocols th at specify and control multimedia sessions, as well as that supply end-toend QoS to them. Since this type of traffic already exists on cellular networks and
will become more common, we propose th at admission control and resource allocation
schemes for the wireless link must have knowledge of the existence of these sessions
and their attributes, and th at this knowledge can be used both to improve call-level
QoS and reduce processing overhead in the wireless link.
Putting multimedia session awareness into the admission control and resource al
location strategies is im portant because the relationship between connections has a
direct bearing on the d ata th at these strategies use to make their decisions. For
example, suppose there is an application which uses four cooperating streams. An
admission control scheme without session awareness might accept three of the com
ponent streams of the session into the network, but then deny the fourth stream. The
three connections would get set up, only

to have to be torn down when the fourth

connection is denied and the application

realizes it cannot continue. In a wireless

environment, where resources are scarce, such a scenario could cause other users to
be denied service unnecessarily. It would also cause unnecessary processing overhead.
These are examples of two of the three major benefits of our multimedia sessionaware scheme (MSAS):
• Eliminate the overhead of provisioning a partial set of individual streams in the
case where the whole session must be blocked or dropped.
• Eliminate the possibility th at the condition of having resources reserved for
streams th a t are destined to be terminated

by their application (as in the ex

ample above) will cause other users’ calls to be denied service.
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• Create a higher probability for a session to survive a handoff by prioritizing
among the streams in a session.
MS AS is built upon an updated version of the rate-based borrowing scheme. In
order to provide QoS to sessions, rather than individual connections, the information
about the session must be supplied to the network at the initial service negotiation.
The information necessary for our schemes can be provided by the SDP session de
scription provided in the SIP protocol.
In section V .l, we will describe MSAS in detail. In section V.2, we will discuss
how we could use the session description information in combination with a media
gateway at the MSC in order to improve our scheme’s performance. Then in section
V.3, we introduce the new QoS metrics we will be using to analyze the scheme’s
performance, and finally, in section V.4, we will discuss the simulation model and the
simulation results.

V .l

M SAS DETAILS

The multimedia session-aware scheme treats each service request similarly, regardless
of whether the request is for one or for multiple streams. At a minimum, MSAS needs
the following information about each individual stream that is part of a request for
service from the network:
• the stream type - class I or class II,
• the desired bandwidth,
• the acceptable bandwidth,
• the minimum bandwidth, and
• whether or not the stream (which belongs to a session) can be temporarily
suspended in order to prevent the session from being dropped.
We do not consider the possibility that streams th at are not part of a session, for
example a class II connection for email, might also elect to be temporarily suspended
in order to avoid being dropped, which would become something akin to queuing
handoffs. For now, we consider that handoff decisions are made immediately; therefore
only streams th a t belong to a session can agree to suspension, because the session
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itself is continued. An example of using suspension would be if in a video phone call,
the user was willing to temporarily suspend the video and continue with only the
audio rather than get dropped during a handoff.
We update the rate-based borrowing scheme slightly from the version described
in chapter III. In the MSAS, the difference between each connection’s desired and
acceptable bandwidth is divided up into the shares used for borrowing, rather than
using the param eter / . Thus, bandwidth cannot be borrowed from a class I connection
th at is operating at or below its acceptable level. In the event of a handoff of a single
class I connection or multimedia session, two shares, rather than one, are borrowed
from each class II connection th at is available for borrowing, as this improves the
overall CDP of the cell. A Class II connection operating at or below its minimum
level will not be borrowed from. In the case of multimedia sessions, the individual
streams are borrowed from, according to their individual attributes.
Recall from chapter III th at a constant bit rate (CBR) connection has an adaptivity
value of 0. Note th at an individual stream may have no adaptivity, but, in terms of
the session it belongs to, it may be of low priority and thus be suspendable.

A

session’s adaptivity is the ratio between the sum of the bandwidth loss tolerances of
its non-suspendable connections and the sum of the desired bandwidth levels of all its
connections. The higher the adaptivity level of a session, the lower the probability that
it will be dropped during a handoff. A component connection will only be suspended
in the event th at there is no other way for the session to avoid being dropped.
A dm ission C ontrol
For traffic types th at consist of just a single connection, MSAS works exactly the
same as the RBBS. In the case of sessions, in order to admit a new session to the
network, bandwidth must be available to meet the desired level to each of the session’s
streams. If the cell has already undergone some borrowing, the desired bandwidth
of each stream is scaled down to the appropriate cell level. If there is not enough
bandwidth to accommodate the new connection, a check to see if a round of borrowing
- removing one share from each individual connection in the cell th at can be borrowed
from - will free up enough resources. If so, the borrowing is done, the new session’s
streams are scaled down to the new cell level, and the session is admitted. If not, the
new session is blocked.
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Handoffs
In the event of a handoff, class I connections may be scaled down to their negotiated
minimum level, whereas class II connections may be scaled down to the minimum
unit of bandwidth. Suspendable connections may be allocated no resources at all,
temporarily. If one or more of a session’s component streams are real-time (class I),
then bandwidth from the reserved bandwidth pool may be used for this session, if
needed. As noted earlier, if borrowing is done to help continue a session th at contains
a real-time stream, then two shares may be borrowed from class II connections (unless
it would bring them below their negotiated minimum level). Bandwidth is allocated
proportionally among the streams in a session at a level between their minimum and
their scaled desired levels, depending on what is available. The reserved bandwidth
is used only if it is essential to providing the sum of the minimum values of a session.
A suspendable connection cannot be allocated less bandwidth than its negotiated
minimum; if there is not enough to meet its minimum, it is allocated no bandwidth.
Any extra bandwidth is divided among the other streams, up to their scaled desired
levels.
B an d w id th R ecovery
When bandwidth becomes free because a session or connection terminates or moves
to another cell, it is first used to bring any suspended connections back up to their
minimum levels. New calls are not blocked for the sake of suspended connections; we
found th a t this made little to no difference to the average recovery time for a sus
pended stream. As long as there are no suspended connections in the cell, connections
which are operating at a level below their acceptable level are replenished, one share
at a time. Finally, once there are no connections operating below the cell level, freed
bandwidth is used to return borrowed bandwidth and raise the cell’s operating level.
V .2

M S A S IN A N E N D -T O -E N D A R C H IT E C T U R E

In this section we will explain how our scheme could fit into a larger framework of
end-to-end QoS using SIP, SDP, media gateways. The SIP and SDP protocols come
from the IP world but are not constrained to running on IP networks. A session
description in SDP consists of one session section and one or more media sections
within th a t session section. This description language, which promises to be more
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robust in SDPng, may be used to specify all the information that our local call-level
QoS provisioning scheme needs. There may be one or more bandwidth specifications
in the session section or in each media section. A bandwidth specification takes the
form:
b=<bwtype>:<bandwidth>

The bandwidth type field is meant to explain what the bandwidth value field
represents. Although only two values for bwtype are currently defined, which both
represent a kind of maximum value, it is with this specification th at the bandwidth
values for our scheme (desired, acceptable and minimum) could be defined. Attribute
lines may be contained in both the session section and the media section as well. An
attribute specification could be used to set our scheme’s suspendable flag for a stream.
An attribute line may take the following forms:
a=<flag>
a=<attribute>:<value>

In section II.3, we mentioned the QoS precondition model for SIP/SDP, which
can be used to specify both local and end-to-end QoS requirements for a session.
Preconditions are negotiated using the offer/answer model of SIP, in which SDP is
used to carry the offers and the answers. SDP is also used to carry the information for
negotiating the encoding algorithms and quality levels for the various media streams
[72], Consider a media stream that can be encoded/decoded at multiple quality levels.
If that information were made available to our QoS scheme, we could scale such a
stream by its predefined levels, instead of by the arbitrary shares.
Now, imagine th at a media gateway is installed at the MSC. The media gateway
would be informed by SIP/SD P about the formats of the various streams passing
through it from and into the network backbone. A base station could signal the MSC
if connections belonging to mobile hosts in its cell have their supplied bandwidth
changed, whether due to handoff or to borrowing. For received streams, the MSC
might be able to adjust the stream to fit the new bandwidth level, maybe by changing
the encoding (if the receiver’s codec can make the same adjustment), or by intelligently
discarding packets.

For received streams th at get suspended, the media gateway

might just discard the d ata until the stream ’s bandwidth is restored. For send or
send/receive streams, the mobile host might also have to be signaled in order for it
to adjust to changes in its supplied bandwidth.
SDP can supply the information necessary for our session-aware scheme. The
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offer-answer model of SIP with SDP provides a way to negotiate QoS with a client
and to send updates to the status between the network and client. A media gateway
also fits nicely into this framework, and provides a way to move some of the effort of
adaptation away from the client application. Finally SIP with SDP has the ability to
negotiate both local and end-to-end QoS, so MSAS could be seen as being the local
component of, or cooperating with, an end-to-end architecture.

V .3

ANALYSIS

Section II.1.2 illustrated th at an increasing number of QoS provisioning schemes, in
cluding our own, exploit the adaptability of certain types of traffic in order to gain
performance in parameters like CBP and CDP. Some schemes, like ours, borrow from
all types of traffic th at will tolerate it, but treat best-effort traffic a little worse; other
schemes remove bandwidth only from best-effort type traffic, sometimes even termi
nating on-going connections. Decreased bandwidth, fluctuations in bandwidth, and
forced term ination are all negative effects caused by schemes attem pting to improve
QoS. In order to correctly analyze this class of schemes, both the positive and nega
tive effects of a scheme on the traffic should be measured. We have defined two new
QoS parameters th at both reflect the supplied bandwidth over the life of a call, but
from different viewpoints.
The first is the percentage of the Desired Bandwidth actually Supplied over time
(DBS). For every bandwidth level at which a connection operates during its lifetime,
let bi be the bandwidth supplied to the connection between time t* and ti+1 . The
weighted bandwidth Bi is bi(ti+ 1 —

The average weighted bandwidth is the sum of

all the weighted bandwidth values divided by the total amount of time. Finally, the
DBS is the average weighted bandwidth divided by the connection’s desired band
width value. The second metric is the percentage of Time spent operating at the
Desired Bandwidth (DBT). In this case, for each connection, we sum the time inter
vals (t i + 1 —U) for every bi, where bi is equal to the connection’s desired bandwidth,
which yields the total time spent operating at the desired bandwidth level. We divide
th at value by the actual call length to get the DBT.
Together these two metrics provide a picture of the QoS a connection receives with
respect to supplied bandwidth. For CBR traffic, which has no adaptivity, both the
DBS and DBT will, of course, always be 100 percent. The amount of adaptation to
which a certain traffic type agrees will clearly affect the DBS and DBT. But the two
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metrics provide a means to compare different schemes that deal with the same traffic.
Schemes with more aggressive bandwidth borrowing or redistribution techniques may
do well on CDP, but poorly on these metrics. Analysis th at takes all these factors
into account will assist the designer in coming to the right balance for her network
requirements.
We also analyze MSAS by measuring the fluctuation rate, which we consider to
be the rate of changes, both increases and decreases, caused by the scheme itself, not
by mobility. Therefore, a bandwidth loss due to a handoff and the corresponding
increases back up to the desired level are not counted as fluctuations.
V .4
V .4.1

P E R F O R M A N C E OF M SA S
Sim ulation M odel

In our simulation, we use as input a set of traffic types and characteristics similar to the
one given in [2] and used for the simulating the rate-based and max-min schemes. Two
of the traffic types were intended to represent video phone and video conference type
traffic, but were treated as single connections by Oliviera, our own previous schemes,
and by other researchers who have adopted the same traffic model [43]. Realistically,
video phone and video conference traffic would be carried in multistream sessions.
In order to simulate our new scheme, we have modelled the video phone type traffic
as a session containing one audio and one video stream. The video conference type
traffic is a session containing one large or high quality video stream, one small or
low quality video stream, two audio streams, and two data streams. We have tried
to keep the total bandwidth for the sessions close to the total bandwidth originally
defined for those traffic types. Table 2 shows the exact characteristics of the traffic
used in the simulations. The parameters have the same meaning they did in the
experiments with the earlier schemes, and the traffic is introduced to the system in
the same way - each traffic type occurs with equal probability. We have given each
traffic type a designation for ease of reference. Types 1A-1C are real-time continuous
(class I) traffic, and types 2A-2C are class II traffic. The table shows each traffic
type on one line, with its name, duration values in seconds, and example application,
and the stream(s) th at compose it on the following line(s) with the stream class,
and the bandwidth values. As with the rate-based scheme simulation, the desired
bandwidth chosen for each connection is distributed around the average value, given
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TABLE 2
Traffic Characteristics for the Simulation, with Sessions
NAM E
CLASS
1A
I
I
I
I
II
II
IB
I
I
1C
I
2A
II
2B
II
2C
II

AVG D U R
AVG KBPS

M IN D U R
MIN KBPS

M AX DUR
MAX KBPS

EXAM PLE

600s
2048
224
30
30
512
512
300s
224
30
180s
30
120s
5000
180s
256
30s
10

300s
1024
192
30
30
256
256
60s
192
30
60s
30
30s
1000
30s
64
10s
5

18000s
4096
256
30
30
1024
1024
1800s
256
30
600s
30
1200s
10000
36000s
512
120s
20

vid eo conference
high quality video
low quality video
audio
audio
data
data
vid eo phone
low quality video
audio
audio phone
ftp
rlogin, h ttp
paging, fax

the minimum and maximum. The minimum bandwidth value is taken directly from
the table. The acceptable bandwidth value is chosen to be the midpoint between the
desired and the minimum.
The general attributes of the network are the same in this set of simulations. A
fixed reservation of 5 percent is kept for handoffs. The simulated network consists
of a six-by-six honeycomb of 36 cells. Traffic is generated in each cell at a constant
rate in a geometric distribution around the connection rate being measured. Each
cell h a s 3 0 M b p s of b a n d w id th . M o b ile h o s ts m o v e a t a s p e e d v a r y in g b e tw e e n 1 a n d
15 minutes per cell, with an average of 5 minutes per cell. The length of stay of a MH
in a cell changes as it moves from cell to cell. Mobile hosts move in a slightly directed
manner, where there is a higher probability of moving forward than to the sides or
remaining in the same cell, and an even lower probability of moving backward. If
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a mobile host reaches the edge of the grid and has to continue ahead, its session is
ended, as though it has left the network. The number of shares, A, is 10.
When simulating the rate-based scheme and its comparison schemes, because we
were comparing with an existing scheme, we measured CDP as the number of drops
over the total connections arriving in a cell, and we measured CBP as the total blocks
over the total connection requests. In simulating the session-aware scheme, we are
defining CDP to be the total drops over the total handoff requests and the CBP as
the total blocks over the total new call requests.
V .4.2

E xp erim en tal R esu lts

In order to evaluate the performance of MSAS, we have implemented a scheme that
takes the same input and uses the same borrowing and reservation techniques, but
treats each stream as though it has been introduced to the network as an individual
connection, with no knowledge that the connections are related.

It measures its

performance with respect to the sessions, in order to be comparable. In the case of
a new call th at consists of separate streams, it is possible th at the negotiation of
the individual streams will be interleaved with the negotiation of handoffs in that
same cell. They are not interleaved with other new calls. When a session attem pts
a handoff, the streams are considered individually, but are not interleaved with any
other requests to the cell. We noticed that this session-unaware scheme (SUS) suffers
from excessive borrowing because a round of borrowing can be performed for each
component stream of a session. So we also implemented a session-unaware scheme
th at allows only one round of borrowing per mobile host in a cell, essentially one per
session, like MSAS. This scheme is called the session-unaware scheme with limited
borrowing (SUS-LB). Finally, we ran a set of input to MSAS in which the video
streams of the traffic types 1A and IB are set to be suspendable, so th at those
sessions may temporarily cut their video streams in order to survive a handoff. These
results are referred to as MSAS-S.
C B P and C D P
In Figure 19, we see call dropping probabilities for the combined traffic. MSAS-S has
the best results by a slight margin, as expected, because the session types of traffic are
able to be more flexible at a handoff. Session awareness lowers the CDP because the
streams of a session do not compete against one another for bandwidth. SUS performs
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Fig. 19. Call dropping probabilities for the combined traffic.

better than SUS-B because borrowing can be done for each stream in a session. Due
to the better CDP, the session-aware schemes experience a slightly higher CBP, as
is shown in Figure 20. In fact, the ranking of each scheme with respect to CDP is
reversed with respect to CBP, and this is expected.
Figure 21 shows the average bandwidth utilization achieved by the cells in the
network. In a busy network, the bandwidth utilization should approach 95 percent,
because of the 5 percent reservation for handoffs. SUS does just slightly better in this
metrics, and SUS-LB just slightly worse, than the session-aware scheme.
When we examine the statistics for each traffic type separately, we find that the
session-aware scheme produces very good results, not surprisingly, for session traffic.
For traffic type 1A, which has 6 streams, Figure 22 shows the CDP and Figure 23
show s the CBP. The CBP for MSAS and MSAS-S is slightly worse, but the CDP is

significantly better. In fact, MSAS-S p ro d u ce s a CDP of less than 0.2 percent in the
highest connection rate case, whereas SUS-LB drops nearly 50 percent of the handoffs.
For traffic types IB and 1C the CDP for all schemes is negligible. However, for
types 2A, 2B and 2C, which are all non-real-time class II connections, the sessionunaware schemes produce CDPs near zero at all rates, but the session-aware schemes
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Fig. 20. Call blocking probabilities for the combined traffic.
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Fig. 21. A comparison of bandwidth utilization.
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Fig. 22. Call dropping probabilities for traffic type 1A.
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Fig. 23. Call blocking probabilities for traffic type 1A.
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Fig. 24. Call blocking probabilities for the session-only experiment.

go up to around 5 percent at the highest connection rate.
T he Session-O nly E xperim ent
We also studied the performance of these schemes in an experiment where only session
traffic (type 1A) was introduced to the network in order to isolate the effects of
session awareness. We had to use lower connection arrival rates because the needs
of this traffic type are so high. For this experiment, we ran three trials, one each
for SUS, SUS-LB and MSAS, but in the MSAS trial, half of the sessions agreed that
their video streams could be suspended and half did not.

In this case, the label

MSAS represents the results of the combined traffic in the session-aware experiment,
and then, individually, the non-suspending half is MSAS-NS, and MSAS-S is the
suspending half. Figure 24 shows the CBP, and Figure 25 shows the CDP. In terms
of CBP, suspending makes no difference. The session-aware scheme does slightly worse
than the unaware schemes. W ith CDP, the suspending sessions naturally do the best,
making the combined MSAS results good too. MSAS-NS and SUS are almost the
same in less busy networks, but in busy networks, MSAS-NS does better.
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Fig. 25. Call dropping probabilities for the session-only experiment.

D B S and D B T
Now we will look at the results for DBT and DBS for some of the most adaptive
traffic types. Figures 26 and 27 show the DBT and DBS values for traffic type 1A
in the mixed traffic experiment, and Figures 28 and 29 show the same measurements
for type 2A. These are the traffic types th at require the most resources, one real-time
and one non-real-time, and that have the highest given adaptivity.
W ith respect to DBT for traffic type 1A, the session with 6 streams, SUS-LB
does the best - more time is spent at the desired bandwidth, and SUS does the
worst, because of the excessive borrowing. SUS-LB does a little better than the other
schemes on DBT for type 1A traffic because it does so badly on CDP for the same
traffic type. Dropping a lot of handoffs means that it can provide slightly better
service to the calls th at it does keep in the system. SUS-LB also does the best on
DBS, for the same reason. MSAS-S does the worst on DBS because, although it
is not the worst at DBT, suspending streams and cutting their bandwidth to zero
contributes to bringing down the average of the supplied bandwidth.
For type 2A traffic, the two session-aware schemes get the best results in both
DBT and DBS. Suspending does not make a difference because this traffic type has
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Fig. 26. Percentage of time at desired bandwidth - traffic type 1A.
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Fig. 27. Percentage of desired bandwidth suppfied - traffic type 1A.
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DBT - Type 2A Traffic
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Fig. 28. Percentage of time at desired bandwidth - traffic type 2A.

just a single class II stream. SUS, of course, does the worst, because of the excessive
borrowing, while SUS-LB gets almost the same results as MSAS. It is worth noticing
how well this high-bandwidth, high-adaptivity class II traffic type does with respect
to DBS despite the new practice of borrowing two shares from class II connections
for the sake of a class I handoff.
F lu ctu ation s in B an d w id th
Like any scheme which allows resource reallocation, rate-based borrowing has the sideeffect of causing fluctuations in the supplied bandwidth of connections in the network.
We have measured these fluctuations by traffic type since some traffic types do not
allow borrowing. Figure 30 shows the number of fluctuations per second for type
1A, where a fluctuation is a change in bandwidth caused by borrowing or returning
bandwidth th at has been borrowed. It does not include a loss in bandwidth caused
by a handoff or the replenishment of bandwidth lost in a handoff.

The session-

aware scheme has the lowest fluctuation rate, and the results for all traffic types
th a t allow borrowing are similar. SUS has the highest fluctuation rate because it is
capable of performing a round of borrowing for each individual stream in an arriving
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Fig. 29. Percentage of desired bandwidth supplied - traffic type 2A.

session, while the other schemes allow only one round of borrowing for the sake of an
arriving session. SUS-LB has a higher rate than MSAS because sometimes a round
of borrowing is performed for a session th at will never completely make it into a cell.
R ecovery o f Suspended Stream s
Simulation has shown th at the practice of temporarily suspending a stream is very
effective in lowering the dropping probability for multimedia session traffic. We mea
sured the rate of recovery for suspended streams. In the full traffic mix experiment
at the highest connection rate (one new connection per second per cell), suspended
streams were brought back to their minimum level in an average of 17 seconds. The
maximum time to recovery was 129 seconds and the minimum was 0, meaning that
bandwidth was freed by another session and reassigned to this stream during the same
simulation time step. As in all the other experiments, the video streams from traffic
types 1A and IB were set to suspendable - two of those streams have a m i n i m u m
bandwidth of 192 Kbps, and the other’s minimum level is 1 Mbps. The recovery from
the minimum rate back up to the cell level or the desired level would be similar to
what is depicted in section III.2.3.
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Fig. 30. Borrow-related fluctuations per second - traffic type 1A.

O verhead o f Session-U naw areness
We claimed in the beginning of this chapter that a scheme which is not aware of
the existence of multimedia sessions will waste network resources. It will incur a
processing overhead by incorrectly adm itting streams that belong to a session that
cannot be supported in its entirety. If an admission control scheme is unaware of the
relationship between streams in a session, then when one of the streams of a session
gets blocked or dropped, the streams that may have already been adm itted will have
to be terminated. If n is the number of streams in the session, it is easy to see that
up to n-1 wasted allocations/deallocations may occur for every dropped session. The
actual number depends on the order the streams are introduced to the network and
the resources they are seeking. In the case of a handoff, the streams in a session will
essentially be competing with one another for network resources, as each will get as
close to its desired bandwidth as possible.
Not only is there a processing and a communications overhead associated with
the unnecessary setting up and tearing down of connections caused by sessionunawareness, but there is also the problem of reserving bandwidth improperly. When
bandwidth is assigned to a stream th at is not destined to survive, other connections
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may be blocked or dropped. We have measured the extent of this problem, and we
refer to it as the unnecessary dropping rate (UDR). The UDR is computed by finding
the total number of drops that occur due to bandwidth being held by streams that
are going to be term inated when another stream in their session is blocked/dropped,
and dividing th at number by the total number of drops. In our simulation, we did
not model the possibility of unnecessary blocks.
In the mixed traffic experiment, the UDR for SUS was less than 1 percent at all
connection rates. For SUS-LB, the UDR was 6 percent regardless of the connection
rate. The problem would naturally be more severe in the case where all the traffic in
the network is multimedia sessions. In that experiment, the worst case for SUS, at
the highest rate this time, was 14 percent. For SUS-LB, the UDR was 29 percent at
the highest connection rate.
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CHAPTER VI
THE PREDICTIVE RESERVATION SCHEME FOR LEO
SATELLITE NETWORKS
Due to the high velocity of LEO satellites, in LEO systems, a connection established
in one of the cells of a satellite’s footprint is likely to experience a large number of
handoffs during its lifetime as it passes through several spotbeams. Consequently,
LEO satellite systems require sophisticated handoff management and call admission
control protocols. We have proposed a predictive handoff management and admission
control strategy for multimedia LEO satellite networks.

A key ingredient of our

handoff management scheme is an adaptive resource reservation protocol. Simulation
results have confirmed th at our scheme offers very low CDP, while at the same time
it keeps resource utilization high.
Our predictive handoff management and call admission control strategy involves
some processing overhead. However, as it turns out, these overheads do not affect
the mobile hosts as all the processing is handled by the satellite. Consequently, the
scheme scales to a large number of users.

VI. 1

M OBILITY A N D TRA FFIC MODELS

The LEO system model we have adopted for simulating our scheme is based on the
well-known Iridium satellite system, where each satellite rotates around the Earth in a
polar orbit [46]. We follow common practice and assume th at the speed of individual
mobile hosts is negligible with respect to the orbital velocity of the satellite [47, 49, 46].
Consequently, mobile host trajectories are straight lines. The footprint of a satellite
is partitioned into spotbeams, each approximated by a regular hexagon.
In order to model mobile host behavior we make the following assumptions:
• Mobile hosts move at constant speed, essentially equal to the orbital speed of
t h e s a te llite , a n d t h e y c ro ss e a c h cell a lo n g

its maximum diameter.

• The tim e t s it takes a mobile host to cross a cell is ts = £glg~~[fth
• A mobile host remains in the cell where the connection was initiated for tf time,
where t f is uniformly distributed between 0 and is; thus, tf is the time until the
first handoff request, assuming that the call does not end in the original cell.
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Fig. 31. The trajectory of a connection.

• After the first handoff, a fixed time ts is assumed between subsequent handoff
requests until call termination.
Referring to Figure 31, when a new connection is requested in cell N , it is associ
ated with a trajectory, consisting of a list N, N + 1, N + 2 , . . . , TV+ *,... of cells that
the connection may visit during its lifetime. For a generic call C, we let H be the
random variable denoting the holding time of C. We assume th at H is exponentially
distributed with mean -.
Assume th at C was accepted in cell N . After tf time units, C is about to cross
into cell N + 1. Let p f be the probability of this first handoff request. Clearly,
1 As
„ - * [ * > « , ]

= -

i

1—

/

( 5)

Due to the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, the probability of
the (k + l)-th, (k > 1) handoff request is
Pr[W > tf + k ■ts\H > tf + (k — 1) • ts] =
Px[H > tf + k ■ts]

e-n{tf+k-ts)

Pr[H > tf + (k - 1) • ta] =

^
= e

which, as expected, is independent of k. Consequently, we will let
Vs = e

(6)

denote the probability of a subsequent handoff request. It is im portant to note that
f-/>

Pf and ps are mobility parameters th at can be easily evaluated by the satellite

using its on-board processing capabilities.
When a mobile host requests a new connection C in a given cell, it provides the
following parameters:
• The desired class of traffic for C (either I or II).
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• M e, the desired amount of bandwidth for the connection.
If the request is for a Class I connection, the following parameters are also specified:
• m e , the minimum acceptable amount of bandwidth, th at is the smallest amount
of bandwidth th at the source requires in order to maintain acceptable quality,
e.g. the smallest encoding rate of its codec.
• 9c, the largest acceptable call dropping probability th at the connection can
tolerate.
• -M, the mean holding time of C.
V I.2

T H E P R E D IC T IV E B A N D W ID T H RESERVATIO N ST R A T E G Y

Our handoff admission policies distinguish between Class I and Class II. As in our
previously explained schemes and in [2], Class I handoffs are adm itted only if their
minimum bandwidth requirements can be met. However, Class II handoff requests
will be accepted as long as there is some bandwidth left in the cell. Thus, bandwidth
reservation pertains only to Class I handoffs. The basic idea is to reserve for each
accepted Class I connection a certain amount of bandwidth in each cell along its
trajectory.
Let Ph denote the handoff failure probability of a Class I connection, th at is, the
probability th a t a handoff request is denied for lack of resources. Let Si denote the
event th at a Class I connection C admitted in cell N goes successfully through i
handoffs and will, therefore, show up in cell N + i. It is easy to confirm that the
probability of Si is
Pt[Si] = P f ( 1 - p h ) ■ \ps ■ (1 - Ph)]l~ l ■

(7)

Equation (7) suggests the following natural reservation strategy: in preparation
for the arrival of connection C, an amount of bandwidth equal to
B N+i = M c • Pr[5<]

(8)

will be reserved in cell N + i, (i > 1), during the time interval I N+i = [tc + tf + (i —
1)ts, tc + t f + its], where tc is the time G was adm itted into the system.
It is worth noting th at our reservation scheme is lightweight: since the mobility
parameters t f and t s are readily available, and since the trajectory of connection C is
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a straight line, it is a straightforward task, for every i > 1, to compute the amount of
bandwidth B^+i to reserve as well as the time interval I N+i during which B/v+i must
be available.
The bandwidth reservation strategy discussed above is meant to ensure that the
parameter Ph is kept as low as possible. We emphasize here that p^ and CDP are
not the same: while Ph quantifies the likelihood that an arbitrary Class I handoff
request is denied, CDP has a long-term flavor denoting the probability th at a Class I
connection will be dropped at some point during its lifetime. It is straightforward to
show that
CDP = pf ■ph + pf • (1 -

p h)

• ps ■ph 4- • • • =

= P / ' PC J > . ( 1 - B .)1‘ = J—

(»>

where the first term in (9) is the probability th at the call will be dropped on the
first handoff attem pt, the second term denotes the probability th at the call will be
dropped on the second attem pt, and so on.
We now point out a strategy for ensuring that for an accepted Class I connection
C the negotiated CDP is maintained below the specified threshold Be- Thus, the goal
is to ensure th a t CDP < Be- By (9) this amounts to insisting that
P fP h
1 -P a (l-P h )

,
C'

Solving for p^ we get
Ph < - ~
P f - B c - ps

(10)

All the quantities in the right-hand side of (10) are either specified by the connection
or can be determined by the satellite from the mean holding time of C by using
equations (5) and (6). Thus, in order to enforce the CDP commitment, the satellite
keeps track of the handoff failure probability p^, for Class I connections. If Ph is close
to the value of the right-hand side of (10), new calls are temporarily blocked.
V I.2.1

N ew call adm ission strategy

Our new call admission strategy involves two criteria. The first call admission crite
rion, which is local in scope, applies to both Class I and Class II connections, and
attem pts to ensure that the originating cell has sufficient resources to provide the
connection with its desired amount of bandwidth.
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Fig. 32. The sliding window concept for call admission.

The second admission control criterion, which is global in scope, applies to Class
I connections only, and attem pts to minimize the chances that, once accepted, the
connection will be dropped later due to a lack of bandwidth in some cell into which
it may handoff.
Consider a request for a new Class I connection C in cell N at time tc and let tf be
the estimated residence time of C in N . Referring to Figure 32, the key observation
th at inspired our second criterion is that when C is about to handoff into cell N + i,
(i > 1), the connections resident in N + i are likely to be those in region A of cell
N and those in region B of cell Ar + 1. More precisely, these regions are defined as
follows:
• a connection is in region A if at time tc its residual residence time in cell N is
less th an t /
• a connection is in region B if at time tc its residual residence time in cell N + 1
is larger than tf.
As illustrated in Figure 32, these two regions define a window of size t s anchored at
tc- Let R n +i be the projected bandwidth that has been reserved in cell N + i for
the connections in this window. The task of estimating R n +i can be handled by the
satellite in, essentially, two ways. First, if enough on-board computational power is
available, such a sliding window is maintained for each cell in the footprint. On the
other hand, in the presence of reduced on-board capabilities, R n +i can be estimated
as follows. Let D n and D/v+i be the total projected bandwidth requirements for Class
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I connections currently in cells N and N + l, respectively. It is natural to approximate
R n +i by the following weighted average of D/v and D n +i '■
R

n

+ i = j - ■D

ts

n

+ ( 1 ~ j ~ ) ■D

ts

n

+i-

(11)

To justify (11), let 5 denote the area of a cell. Clearly, the areas covered by regions A
and B are, respectively,

- ■S and (1 —

• S. Now, assuming th at D n and D n +i are

uniformly distributed in cells N and N + l, respectively, it follows th at the projected
bandwidth reserved for Class I connections in A and B is, respectively, ^ • D n and
(1 —

• DN+i and th at their sum is exactly Rjv-h-

Observe th a t if the residual bandwidth available in cell N + i once R n +i has been
committed is less than the projected bandwidth needs of connection C, it is very
likely th a t C will be dropped. In the face of this bleak outlook, connection C is not
adm itted into the system. Thus, the second admission criterion acts as an additional
safeguard against a Class I connection being accepted only to be dropped at some
later point.
V I.3

E X P E R IM E N T A L RESU LTS

Using simulation, we assessed the performance of our predictive bandwidth reservation
and call admission scheme in terms of keeping the CDP low and bandwidth utilization
high. For this purpose, we compared our predictive scheme to a fixed-rate scheme
th at sets aside 5 percent of a cell’s bandwidth for the exclusive use of Class I handoffs.
In our simulation model we adopted some of the parameters of the Iridium system
[46], where the radius of a cell is 212.5Km and the orbital speed of the satellites is
26,000Km/h. This implies that t s

65sec. Residence times in the originating cells

are uniformly distributed between 0 and 65sec.
We have simulated a one-dimensional array of 36 cells each with a static bandwidth
allocation of 30Mbps. Thus, in the fixed reservation scenario, an amount of bandwidth
equal to 1.5Mbps (i.e. 5% of 30Mbps) is set aside for Class I handoffs.
The results of the s im u la tio n a r e sh o w n in F ig u r e s 33, 34, a n d 35. F ir s t, F ig u r e
33 plots the CDP for Class I connections against call arrival rate. The graphs in the
figure confirm th at our predictive handoff management scheme offers a very low CDP,
outperforming the fixed reservation policy.
Next, Figure 34 illustrates the combined call dropping probability of Class I and
Class II traffic against the call arrival rate.
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Fig. 35. A comparison of the bandwidth utilization.

It is clear th a t the goals of keeping the call dropping probability low and keeping
the bandwidth utilization high are conflicting. It is easy to ensure a low CDP at the
expense of bandwidth utilization and, similarly, it is easy to ensure a high bandwidth
utilization at the expense of call dropping probability [47, 17]. The challenge, of
course, is to come up with a handoff management protocol that strikes a sensible
balance between the two. As Figure 35 shows, our scheme features a high bandwidth
utilization in addition to keeping the call dropping probability low.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The contributions of this thesis include four novel admission control and resource
allocation schemes for QoS provisioning in wireless networks. The schemes addresss
QoS provisioning in the local wireless link, not end-to-end, and they focus on calllevel QoS metrics such as CBP and CDP. The predictive reservation scheme for LEO
satellite networks uses knowledge of the distinctive mobility pattern of MHs in the
networks in order to reserve bandwidth for MHs in upcoming cells and lower the CDP.
The schemes for cellular networks feature the use of resource reallocation in order
to free bandwidth for arriving connections and lower both the CBP and CDP. The
max-min fair borrowing scheme, while it produces better results for CDP and CBP
than RBBS, suffers from a few problems that make it a less attractive scheme for QoS
provisioning. Unlike RBBS, it does not borrow in a smooth or regular manner - the
amount of bandwidth borrowed from or returned to a connection at any given time
depends on the other connections in the cell and is unpredictable. In the max-min
fair scheme, it is possible th at connections requiring a large amount of bandwidth will
be rejected even when the required bandwidth is available. The frequent rejection of
high-bandwidth connections clearly raises the scheme’s performance with respect to
CBP and CDP.
RBBS is fair in a different sense than the max-min fair scheme; it is proportionally
fair to connections with respect to their stated adaptivity. The concept of shares
ensures th at fluctuations in bandwidth caused by borrowing are small and gradual.
The scheme is simple and inexpensive to implement, especially when compared with
schemes th at require communication between base stations.
It is certain th at multimedia sessions will be part of the traffic mix in future cellu
lar networks. We have shown that call-level QoS provisioning schemes must be aware
of t h e r e la tio n s h ip b e tw e e n t h e s tr e a m s in m u ltim e d ia sessions in order to provide
good performance in the face of this type of traffic. MSAS is a multimedia sessionaware QoS provisioning scheme based on RBBS. MSAS understands the relationship
between streams in a session, and allows a simple prioritization between streams - suspendability. We simulated this new scheme against two versions of a session-unaware
scheme, also based on the RBBS. In the simulation results, the MSAS produced good
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results for CDP, especially when suspending was used. In the session-only experiment,
the effects of session awareness on CDP were illustrated more clearly. This was one
of the key benefits of session awareness - reducing the CDP.
In this thesis, we introduced two new QoS parameters, DBS and DBT, which rep
resent different views on supplied bandwidth. These metrics are especially important
when analyzing schemes th at use resource reallocation, in order to understand how
much the schemes themselves, rather than network conditions, are affecting the QoS
in terms of supplied bandwidth. DBS and DBT can give protocol designers a better
perspective on their schemes than CDP and CBP alone. Furthermore, users might
set thresholds for DBS and DBT in order to express limits on their willingness to be
adaptive.
In experimenting with MS AS, we looked at DBS and DBT to understand effects
of borrowing and suspending. We found th at MSAS does reasonably well with respect
to supplied bandwidth. Even class II connections, which can be subjected to aggres
sive borrowing, fare surprisingly well. The fluctuation rates demonstrated another
effect of borrowing, and MSAS held an advantage in this metric over the unaware
schemes. Also, with an average recovery time of just 17 seconds in a busy network,
the benefits of using suspendability seem to outweigh the drawbacks. By simulation,
we demonstrated the other two key benefits of session awareness - eliminating the
overhead caused by processing streams th at will not survive and eliminating the pos
sibility th a t such streams will cause other connections to be dropped (UDR). Finally,
we envisioned the role of MSAS as a component of an end-to-end QoS architecture
based on the SIP and SDP protocols, in order to demonstrate th at its assumptions
about available d ata and about application adaptation are realistic.
The future work in this area should involve priority classes. In our schemes, we give
priority based on only two classes of traffic, real-time and non-real-time. In MSAS,
we allow the user to define a simple prioritization between streams in a multimedia
session. Curescu [43] and Ibrahim [44] have developed some new schemes that define
priorities based on utility and price, respectively. Pricing is a very im portant issue,
and more work needs to be done specifically in that area. Future work should explore
more ways for users and service providers to express their needs and goals, and search
for methods to balance them.
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APPENDIX
THE CELLULAR NETWORK SIMULATOR

In order to experiment with the QoS provisioning schemes we devised, we developed
a simulation environment, the Cellular Network Simulator (CNS), in which to imple
ment and run them. This software went through many iterations - one with a user
interface showing the traffic in the cells in a network, one th at was highly threaded
and ran in real-time, another less-threaded th at ran in simulated time. It is written
in Java and its input is provided in XML. Besides being used for our own work, a
version of it was used by Prokopp et. al. [73] and by Olariu et. al. [52].
It is currently a robust simulator for admission control and bandwidth reservation
schemes with a goal of providing call-level QoS in cellular and satellite networks.
New schemes can be easily swapped in and out for testing against the same input,
and d ata collection and processing mechanisms are also easily interchangeable. CNS
allows complex network topologies to be modelled, including the ability to define
roads or heavily populated areas, and to mix different sized cells in the same network.
In this chapter, we will describe the design of the current version, which was used to
run the experiments on the session-aware scheme.
SIM U L A T IO N C O N F IG U R A T IO N W IT H XM L
A simulation th at is to be run takes most of its configuration information from an
XML file. The name of the XML file and the length of the simulation in (simulated)
seconds is specified on the command line. The Document Type Definition (DTD) for
the simulation configuration information is shown here:

<?xml version="l.0" encoding="US-ASCII"?>
<!ELEMENT simulation (network, traffic+, cell+)>
<!ATTLIST simulation
name

CDATA #REQUIRED

network_class

CDATA #REQUIRED

mh_class

CDATA #REQUIRED

avg_speed

CDATA #REQUIRED
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min_speed

CDATA #REQUIRED

max_speed

CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT network (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST network
name

CDATA #REQUIRED

X

CDATA #REQUIRED

y

CDATA #REQUIRED

cell.class

CDATA #REQUIRED

cell.collector .class CDATA #REQUIRED
mh_collector_class

CDATA #REQUIRED

filetag

CDATA #IMPLIED

reserve

CDATA #IMPLIED

bandwidth

CDATA #IMPLIED

shares

CDATA #IMPLIED

rate

CDATA #IMPLIED>

<!ELEMENT traff ic (connection+)>
<!ATTLIST traffic
name

CDATA #REQUIRED

avg_duration

CDATA #REQUIRED

min_duration

CDATA #REQUIRED

max_duration

CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT conne ct ion (layer+)>
<!ATTLIST connection
name

CDATA #REQUIRED

type

CDATA #REQUIRED

fixed

CDATA #REQUIRED

suspendable

CDATA #REQUIRED

avg_bandwidth

CDATA #REQUIRED

min_bandwidth

CDATA #REQUIRED

max_bandwidth

CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT layer (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST layer
name

CDATA #REQUIRED

bandwidth

CDATA #REQUIRED>
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<!ELEMENT cell (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST cell
x_index

CDATA #REQUIRED

y.index

CDATA #REQUIRED

bandwidth

CDATA #IMPLIED

shares

CDATA #IMPLIED

reserve

CDATA #IMPLIED

rate

CDATA #IMPLIED

busy_index

CDATA #IMPLIED>

Sim ulation definition
A simulation consists of a network definition, a set of traffic definitions and a set of cell
definitions. The speed characteristics for mobile hosts are specified at the simulation
level. Java dynamic class loading enables the network and mobile host classes to be
input parameters as well, so that using a different network model (i.e. satellite instead
of cellular) or mobile host model (i.e. directed rather than random) does not require
code changes other than the new class file itself.
N etw ork definition
The network definition consists of an x and y value (yielding the number of cells and
a topology), as well as class names for the cell class to be exercised and the mobile
host and cell d ata collector classes. These two classes can be used to collect and
output the d ata from the mobile hosts and cells th at are of interest in the experiment,
(e.g., CDP and CBP). Optionally, a file tag can be specified to perform automated
output processing th at directly creates gnuplot input files.

Also optionally, the

amount of bandwidth in each cell (e.g., 30000), a fixed bandwidth reservation value
(e.g., 0.05), a connection arrival rate (e.g., 1.0), and the number of shares to use in
t h e p r o p o r tio n a lly

fair b o rr o w in g sc h e m e (e.g ., 10) c a n be sp e c ifie d g lo b a lly fo r th e

network.
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Traffic definition
Each traffic type must have duration characteristics and a distinct name (needed
for data collection and output). A traffic definition contains a set of one or more
connections. Multimedia session traffic will have more than one connection.
C on n ection definition
Each connection type has a distinct name and a type (class). It has a flag indicating
whether it is suspendable or not and bandwidth requirement characteristics. The
fixed flag indicates whether to use the bandwidth characteristics directly as given or
calculate different bandwidth requirements for each mobile host using a geometric
distribution around the maximum, minimum and average given.
Layer definition
For some types of multimedia connections, such as video and audio, the ability for
an application to adapt may be set to distinct bandwidth levels, corresponding to
different rates on an adjustable-rate codec, or layers of quality. A connection can have
a set of layer definitions th at describe the steps in bandwidth between the desired and
the minimum levels. This is useful for borrowing schemes, which can borrow with
respect to these layers, in order to make best use of application adaptation.
C ell definition
Each cell has an x and y coordinate within the network layout, so th at the network
topology can be visualized. Using this idea, different parameters may be set for each
cell, in order to simulate differing conditions within a network. Optionally, a cell
may have its total bandwidth, number of shares (rate-based borrowing scheme), and
bandwidth reservation amount set individually. Also the connection arrival rate may
be set per cell, to simulate more populated areas in the network. Finally, a busy-index
can be set, which may be used with a special kind of MH, such th at MHs are drawn
to move in the direction of cells with a higher busyJudex. This would help simulate
highways or downtowns or other such topological features. If these optional values
are not set at the cell level, the value is taken from the network definition.
It is easy to see th at this same method could be used to model different sized cells
in a network topology, say with micro- or pico-cells in a downtown area, but larger
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cells in suburban areas. To implement it, the MH speed values could be set at the
cell level rather th an the simulation level (a higher speed equaling a shorter cell dwell
time).
CLASS D E S C R IP T IO N S
T h e N etw ork and N etw orkD efin ition classes
The Network object holds the collection of Cells and arranges them in the correct
structure (i.e.

assigns the neighbor relationships). The NetworkDefinition object

holds the configuration information about the network that was read from the xml
file.
T h e C ell and C ellD efin ition classes
The Cell class represents a cell in a network. A cell knows about its neighbors. This
class is abstract and it is extended in order to implement QoS provisioning schemes.
For example, the classes SessionCell, FixedReservationCell, and SessionUnawareCell
contain the implementations of the similarly-named schemes. The class’s primary
methods are request and release. A MobileHost calls these methods in order to ask
for resources and to free them. Each Cell object has its own TrafficGenerator object
th at creates and introduces new MobileHosts to it. A CellDefinition object holds the
configuration information for each Cell. Each Cell is a thread.
T h e T rafficG enerator class
A TrafficGenerator object produces the new traffic for a single cell. It also takes
care of making MobileHosts that it creates progress through the network. The length
of a particular simulation is specified as a number of simulated seconds, which the
TrafficGenerator steps through, creating traffic according to the rate specified, and
checking all its current MobileHosts at each step to see if it is time for them to move
or if their lives have ended. When it creates a new MobileHost, it assigns it a traffic
type and then starts its life time and cell dwell time timers. In the latest version of
CNS, a traffic type is chosen with equal likelihood from the set of traffic types defined
for the simulation. A nice enhancement would be for each traffic type to be assigned
a percentage of total traffic occurrence rate. Each TrafficGenerator is a thread and
steps through the simulation time independently.
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T h e T rafficD efinition and C onnectionD efinition classes
A TrafficDefinition class is used by a TrafficGenerator to set up a MobileHost. It
defines the attributes of a particular type of traffic. It contains a vector of ConnectionDefinitions. There is one TrafficDefinition object for each traffic type defined in
the simulation configuration xml file.
T he S essio n and C onnection classes
The TrafficGenerator uses the data from the TrafficDefinition and ConnectionDefinion to create a Session and a vector of Connection classes for each MobileHost object.
These objects hold the actual resource requirements for each MH, as well as the actual
resources it is being provided throughout its lifetime.
T h e M obileH ost class
The MobileHost class represents a mobile host. It is an abstract class that must be
extended to define the move method, which is called when the MobileHost is ready to
execute a handoff, and returns the neighboring Cell to which the MobileHost should
move. Some examples are the RandomMH, which moves randomly and the DirectedMH, which is more likely to continue in the same direction it came from. The
SatelliteMH moves in one direction across the linear set of Cells in the SatelliteNetwork.
T h e M H D a ta C o llecto r and C ellD ataC ollector classes
There is one of each of these objects for the simulation. They each have one or
more writeData methods and a processData method. MobileHosts use the MHData
Collector object to record information about the service they are receiving from the
network, and Cells record pertinent information about their condition in the Cell
DataCollector. The processData methods output the consolidated information to the
user or to files.
T h e Sim u lation and Sim C onfig classes
The Simulation object uses the SimConfig object to process the xml file and create
the definition objects. It then creates the main simulation objects and starts the
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TrafficGenerators. When the simulation is over, it calls the processData methods of
the two d ata collectors in order to output the experiment results.
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